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Abstract

In a companion paper, a pronounced phase transition was found to occur between the troposphere and the
tropopause/stratosphere regions. In this paper, it is argued that this phase change is due to the formation
of multimers of the main atmospheric gases (N2 and O2) in the tropopause/stratosphere.

This has several implications for our current understanding of the physics of the Earth’s atmosphere:
1. It offers a more satisfying explanation as to why stratospheric temperatures increase with altitude,

than the conventional “ozone heating” explanation.
2. It provides an additional mechanism for the emission of infra-red and microwave radiation from the

tropopause/stratosphere.
3. It suggests a faster mechanism for the formation of ozone in the ozone layer than the conventional

Chapman mechanism.
4. It provides new insights into a number of weather phenomena, e.g., cyclonic/anti-cyclonic behaviour,

tropical cyclones, polar vortices and the jet streams.
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1 Introduction1

This paper is the second in a series of three com-2

panion papers in which we revisit the conventional3

approaches to describing and explaining the temper-4

ature profiles of the Earth’s atmosphere.5

In Paper I[1] we identified a previously-overlooked6

phase transition associated with the transition7

between the troposphere (lower atmosphere) and8

the tropopause/stratosphere (middle atmosphere) re-9

gions. A similar phase change was also identified in10

the Arctic near ground level during the winter. We11

found we were able to obtain remarkably good fits12

∗Corresponding author: ronanconnolly@yahoo.ie. Website:
http://globalwarmingsolved.com

for the atmospheric temperature profiles measured by 13

weather balloons by just accounting for these phase 14

transitions and for changes in humidity. Surprisingly, 15

our fits did not require any consideration of the com- 16

position of atmospheric trace gases, such as carbon 17

dioxide, ozone or methane. This contradicts the pre- 18

dictions of current atmospheric models which assume 19

that atmospheric temperature profiles are strongly in- 20

fluenced by “greenhouse gas” concentrations. This 21

suggests that the greenhouse effect plays a much 22

smaller role in the atmospheric temperature profiles 23

than has been previously assumed. 24

In Paper III[2], we identify a mechanism for me- 25

chanical energy transmission that is not considered 26

by current atmospheric models, which we call “per- 27

vection”. We find that energy transfer within the 28

atmosphere by this mechanism is orders of magni- 29

tude greater than conduction, convection or radia- 30

tion. We propose that this rapid energy transmis- 31

sion mechanism is sufficient to keep the atmosphere 32

mostly in thermodynamic equilibrium over distances 33

of tens to hundreds of kilometres. This could explain 34

why we were unable to detect a strong greenhouse 35
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effect, since the greenhouse effect theory explicitly36

assumes that the atmosphere is only in local ther-37

modynamic equilibrium over such distances, e.g., see38

Ref. [3], while we found in Paper I[1] that the tropo-39

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions are in com-40

plete thermodynamic equilibrium with each other.41

In this paper, however, we will consider in more de-42

tail the identity of the troposphere/tropopause phase43

transition. We propose that it is due to the formation44

of multimers of the oxygen and/or nitrogen molecules45

in the atmosphere.46

If oxygen and/or nitrogen multimers comprise47

a substantial fraction of the atmosphere in the48

tropopause/stratosphere, then this has a number of49

important implications for our understanding of at-50

mospheric physics/chemistry as well as our under-51

standing of the Earth’s climate. A second aim of this52

paper will be to discuss some of these implications.53

As we discussed in Paper I[1], it provides a more54

satisfactory explanation for the change in temper-55

ature lapse rate with altitude that occurs in the56

tropopause/stratosphere regions. It also provides in-57

sights into a number of important weather phenom-58

ena, e.g., cyclonic/anti-cyclonic conditions, tropical59

cyclones, polar vortices and the jet streams.60

The formation of oxygen multimers should involve61

the emission of microwave radiation. This could ex-62

plain Spencer & Christy, 1990’s observation of un-63

usual microwave emissions being associated with the64

tropopause[4]. These microwave emissions could also65

heat the tropopause, leading to infra-red emissions,66

which could be contributing to the observed spectrum67

for the outgoing terrestrial radiation[5].68

In addition, it offers an alternative mechanism for69

the formation of ozone in the stratospheric “ozone70

layer” to the conventional Chapman cycle[6]. Simi-71

lar mechanisms could also lead to the formation of72

some of the “NOy” nitrogen oxides which are often73

associated with the ozone layer.74

The format of this paper will be as follows. In75

Section 2 we study the conditions under which the76

phase transition occurs, and discuss the basis for our77

proposal that the phase transition involves the forma-78

tion of oxygen and possibly nitrogen multimers. In79

Section 3, we discuss some of the implications that80

multimer formation has for our understanding of the81

physics and chemistry of the Earth’s atmosphere, as82

well as the Earth’s climate. In Section 4, we will offer83

some concluding remarks.84

2 Characterisation and 85

explanation for the 86

troposphere/tropopause 87

phase transition 88

2.1 Characterisation 89

In Paper I, by analysing several hundred weather bal- 90

loon radiosondes in terms of the relationship between 91

molar density (D) and atmospheric pressure (P ), we 92

discovered that there is a pronounced phase transi- 93

tion associated with the change from the troposphere 94

to the tropopause/stratosphere regions. 95

For a more detailed discussion of how we identi- 96

fied this phase transition, and how it relates to at- 97

mospheric temperature profiles, see Paper I[1]. How- 98

ever, in summary, the phase transition is defined as 99

the point at which the two linear regions of the mo- 100

lar density (D) versus atmospheric pressure (P ) plots 101

intersect, where the molar density is defined as the 102

number of moles of air (n mol) per unit volume (V 103

m3), and has units of mol m−3. The molar density 104

at each pressure is calculated from the weather bal- 105

loon data, using the ideal gas law (PV = nRT ), as 106

follows, 107

D =
n

V
=

P

RT
(1)

Where T is the measured temperature (in K) and R 108

is the ideal gas constant (8.3145 J K−1). 109

Figure 1 (next page) shows the phase transitions 110

detected at a mid-latitude station (Valentia Observa- 111

tory, Ireland) for seven consecutive weather balloon 112

radiosondes over a four day period (20-23 June 2012). 113

We can see the distinct phase transition at the pres- 114

sures marked with black dashed lines, by noting that 115

all of the observed molar densities (gray circles) to the 116

left of the dashed lines are well fitted by one line, but 117

to the right of the dashed lines, they are well fitted 118

by a different line. As we discussed in Paper I, this 119

phase transition coincides with a change in the be- 120

haviour of the temperature profile, i.e., to the left of 121

the dashed lines, temperatures stop decreasing with 122

decreasing pressure, and even start increasing with 123

decreasing pressure. 124

A first step in identifying the cause of a phe- 125

nomenon is to characterise the properties of the phe- 126

nomenon. With this in mind, we developed a series of 127

Python computer scripts to identify the phase transi- 128

tion conditions for a very large sample of radiosondes. 129
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Figure 1: Typical measurements taken from a series of twice-daily radiosonde balloons launched from Valentia
Observatory, Ireland over a four-day period in June 2012. The green and yellow lines in the D versus P panels
correspond to the linear slopes of the upper and lower regions. The dashed lines indicate the point of intersection
of the two regions, and therefore represents the phase transition for each radiosonde. Circles correspond to the
weather balloon measurements.
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We decided to use the radiosonde data from130

NOAA’s Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive131

(IGRA), since:132

• It was a quality controlled dataset for a large133

number of globally distributed stations (1,109).134

• It was in a standardized format that was rela-135

tively easy to analyse with computer scripts.136

• The data from each weather balloon could137

be separately analysed, i.e., it was not just138

a monthly or regionally averaged dataset (al-139

though a monthly averaged dataset was also140

available).141

See Durre et al., 2006 for details on the IGRA142

dataset[7].143

Since our scripts were to be run on a very large144

number of radiosondes (∼ 13 million), it was impor-145

tant to allow automation. Therefore, as a simple ap-146

proximation, in our scripts we estimated the slopes147

of the two regions (Regions 1 and 2 in Paper I[1]) by148

calculating the slope of the points in the region 2000-149

12000 Pa for Region 1 and 45000-85000 Pa for Region150

2. These pressure ranges were selected on the basis of151

our analysis in Paper I, and through trial-and-error.152

Since the D/P relationship is linear for each region,153

only a few points are necessary to calculate the slopes154

of the lines. The location of the phase transition was155

then taken as the intersection between the two lines.156

As our scripts were using an approximation to es-157

timate the phase transition, we visually checked a158

large number of plots. In almost all cases in which159

a phase transition was calculated, the fits of the two160

regions appeared reasonable, and the identified tran-161

sition seemed accurate.162

We found in Paper I that, for polar stations, more163

than one phase transition can occur in the tropo-164

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions, particularly165

during the winter. Initially, we considered develop-166

ing scripts to identify all phase transitions for a ra-167

diosonde. However, for the purposes of this study,168

we decided to limit our scripts to analysing the tro-169

posphere/tropopause transition. In some cases, the170

scripts determined excessively high or low pressures171

for the “phase transition” for polar stations. Manual172

inspection of these plots revealed that this was due to173

the presence of multiple phase transitions. Therefore,174

we modified the script to remove any unrealistically175

high or low phase transition estimates. This appeared176

to counter the problem. However, we would advise177

the reader to use some caution in interpreting the re-178

sults for the polar radiosondes, and, if in doubt, to179

manually inspect the plots using our scripts included180

in the Supplementary Information. 181

In some cases, there was not enough data in either 182

the 2000-12000 Pa and/or 45000-85000 Pa regions, 183

and so the phase transition could not be determined. 184

This was a problem for some of the earlier radioson- 185

des (pre-1970s), and the radiosondes from weather 186

balloons which burst at low altitudes. In total, our 187

scripts were able to identify the phase transition for 188

about 70% of the radiosondes in the IGRA dataset. 189

We can see from Figure 1, that the pressure at 190

which the phase transition occurs is fairly constant 191

over the four day period (∼ 30, 000 Pa). However, 192

the pressure (and temperature) of the phase transi- 193

tion does vary somewhat from day to day. This can be 194

seen by analysing the plots over a longer time period. 195

As Supplementary Information, we have provided a 2 196

minute video showing the Valentia Observatory plots 197

for all of 2012 at http://www.youtube.com/watch? 198

v=UNvjqyvM0gM. We find this video is very helpful 199

in visualising the variability in phase transition con- 200

ditions, and recommend the reader views it at some 201

stage, particularly if they are unfamiliar with the tro- 202

posphere/tropopause phase transition. We include 203

the Python scripts we used for generating these plots 204

in the Supplementary Information. For readers fa- 205

miliar with the Python scripting language, it should 206

be simple to modify the scripts to generate similar 207

plots for other stations using the IGRA data. 208

Figure 2 (next page) illustrates the mean monthly 209

variation in the pressure and temperature of the 210

phase transition over the five year period 2008-2012, 211

for four stations representative of: 212

• The Arctic - Norman Wells (NT, Canada). 213

65.28◦N ,126.75◦W ) 214

• The Antarctic - Dumont d’Urville (Antarctica). 215

66.67◦S, 140.02◦E) 216

• The tropics - Changi International Airport (Sin- 217

gapore). 1.37◦N ,103.98◦E)) 218

• Mid-latitudes - Valentia Observatory (Ireland). 219

51.93◦N ,10.25◦W ). 220

For all stations, there are seasonal, annual cy- 221

cles for both the pressure and temperature. For the 222

Antarctic and tropical stations, the pressure and tem- 223

perature annual cycles are in phase with each other, 224

i.e., high pressures correspond to high temperatures 225

and vice versa. For the two more northerly stations, 226

the pressure/temperature relationship is more com- 227

plex: During some parts of the year, the pressure and 228

temperature trends seem to be in phase. However, for 229

the rest of the year, they appear to be out of phase, 230

e.g., the pressure maxima correspond to temperature 231
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Figure 2: The mean monthly pressures and tempera-
tures of the phase transitions over the five year period
2008-2012 for four stations. From top to bottom: Du-
mont d’Urville, Antarctica; Changi, Singapore; Valentia
Observatory, Ireland; and Norman Wells, Canada.

minima, and vice versa.232

We will discuss the seasonal cycles at different lat-233

itudes in more detail below. But, it is also worth234

noting that, for all stations, the pressure and tem-235

perature conditions vary from year to year, in terms236

of both the mean and range of values. In other words,237

just like the temperature and pressure conditions at238

ground level, there can be climatic variability, and239

even long-term trends.240

Indeed, as we discussed in Paper I[1], the climate241

at ground level is intrinsically related to the phase242

transition conditions at the tropopause. Hence, re- 243

searchers studying climate trends at ground level 244

might gain insights by studying the corresponding 245

trends in the phase transition conditions. Similarly, 246

analysing ground temperature and pressure trends 247

might provide insight into trends for the phase tran- 248

sition conditions. For interested readers, we include 249

in the Supplementary Information the monthly mean 250

ground temperatures, ground pressures, phase transi- 251

tion temperatures and phase transition pressures for 252

all four of the stations in Figure 2, over the full sta- 253

tion records. We also include the Python script we 254

used for generating these monthly averages, and this 255

can be modified to do the same for other stations in 256

the IGRA dataset. 257

Although analysing the mean values for individ- 258

ual stations can be informative, for this paper we are 259

interested in the mean values for the entire globe. 260

Hence, we created a separate Python script to di- 261

vide all of the 1,109 IGRA stations into 12 latitudi- 262

nal zones (Figure 3), and calculate the mean phase 263

transition conditions for each of these zones. For each 264

station, we calculated the mean monthly conditions 265

averaged over all available years, i.e., the “monthly 266

climatology” conditions. For some stations, this in- 267

volved averaging over several decades of data, while 268

for other stations, there would only have been a few 269

years of data. 270

Figure 3: Locations of the 1,109 IGRA weather balloon
stations used for the analysis in this paper. Stations
from different zonal latitudinal bands (15◦) are colour-
coded.

Technically, the earliest available radiosonde data 271

in the IGRA dataset is from 1946, but most stations 272

only began collecting data in the 1960s-1970s. As 273

a result, the mean length of the station records was 274

only 36 years. However, since between 1 and 4 ra- 275

diosondes are launched a day at most stations, this 276

provides a large sample of radiosondes. On average, 277
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phase transitions were identified for about 12000 ra-278

diosondes per station, and hence the climatological279

means discussed below are based on a total of more280

than 13 million radiosondes.281

Zone Temperatures
(K)

Pressures (Pa)

75−90◦N 215-231 31400-38700
60−75◦N 218-228 30000-35100
45−60◦N 219-226 26200-32200
30−45◦N 219-223 20700-26300
15−30◦N 212-217 17300-19300
0− 15◦N 207-211 15800-16800
0− 15◦S 207-209 15600-16400
15− 30◦S 212-216 17100-18900
30− 45◦S 219-223 20200-26300
45− 60◦S 220-224 26500-31300
60− 75◦S 207-229 24800-37000
75− 90◦S 198-229 18900-44900

Table 1: The range of mean temperature and pres-
sure conditions for the phase transition in each of the
latitudinal zones.

By their very nature, climatological means do not282

provide information on long term trends, since the283

conditions for each year are considered equivalent.284

However, they do provide greater statistics for study-285

ing the mean seasonal trends. Figure 4 (next page)286

presents the mean monthly pressure and temperature287

conditions for the phase transition for each of the288

zones. For quick reference, the maximum and min-289

imum monthly means for each of the zones are also290

tabulated in Table 1.291

For each of the zones, there are very distinct sea-292

sonal trends in the mean temperature and pressure of293

the phase transition. However, although the trends294

are well-defined and pronounced within each zone,295

there are definite differences between the trends of296

different zones. A detailed study of these trends and297

the differences between each zone is not necessary for298

this article. But, it may be helpful to briefly discuss299

some of the main features and factors that might be300

influencing the trends.301

We should note that the ranges of the y-axes in302

Figure 4 are different for each of the zones. The303

mean temperatures and pressures of the phase transi-304

tion are different for each zone, and so is the seasonal305

range in these values. This is more clearly seen from306

Table 1.307

With the exception of the two Antarctic zones308

(60 − 90◦S), there is a general tendency for the309

temperatures and pressures of the phase transition 310

to increase with increasing latitude. This applies 311

to both the minimum and the maximum values for 312

each zone, i.e., the maximum temperatures and pres- 313

sures tend to increase towards the poles, as do the 314

minimum temperatures and pressures (see Table 1). 315

With regards to temperature, this is the opposite to 316

ground-level conditions, since lower latitudes tend to 317

be warmer than higher latitudes (e.g., the tropics 318

are warmer than the poles). It is also different from 319

ground-level tendencies for pressure - if anything, the 320

ground-level atmospheric pressure tends to be slightly 321

lower at high latitudes than at mid-latitudes[8]. 322

The seasonal range in both pressure and tempera- 323

ture conditions also tends to increase with latitude. 324

For example, at 0 − 15◦N , the range between mini- 325

mum and maximum values is only 4K and 1000 Pa, 326

while at 75 − 90◦N , the range increases to 16K and 327

7300 Pa. For the two Antarctic zones, the mean tem- 328

perature and pressure for the winter/spring months 329

(June to November) are unusually low (Figure 4). 330

Hence, the seasonal range is greatest for the 75−90◦S 331

zone at 31K and 26000 Pa. 332

If we now consider the seasonal trends, a number 333

of patterns are apparent. For 7 of the 12 zones, the 334

seasonal trends in temperature are almost exactly in 335

phase with those in pressure. These zones include 336

those closest to the equator: 0 − 15◦S and N , 15 − 337

30◦S and N , and to some extent 30−45◦S. Pressure 338

and temperature also seem to be strongly correlated 339

for the two Antarctic zones (60−75◦S and 75−90◦S). 340

Interestingly, the trends for the Antarctic zones ap- 341

pear to be opposite to those of the lower latitude 342

Southern Hemisphere zones, i.e., in the Antarctic, 343

the minimum temperatures and pressures are reached 344

during the winter, while for the 0− 45◦S zones, this 345

corresponds to the maximum temperatures and pres- 346

sures. With this in mind, the breakdown in the corre- 347

lation between the temperature and pressure trends 348

for the 45 − 60◦S zone appears to be a consequence 349

of the transition between these two different regimes. 350

The seasonal pressure trends for the 45 − 60◦S zone 351

seem to be quite similar to those of the 30 − 45◦S 352

zone, but the seasonal temperature trends seem to 353

be intermediate between the zones on either side, i.e., 354

30− 45◦S and 60− 75◦S. 355
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Figure 4: Mean temperature and pressure of the phase transition by month for each of the zones in Figure 3.
Confidence intervals are indicated by gray lines, but aside from some values for the low density 75 − 90◦S zone
are too small to be visible. The ranges of the y-axes are different for each zone.
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In the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere, the re-356

lationship between the seasonal pressure and temper-357

ature trends is somewhat complex. Generally, the358

trends seem to be anti-correlated, with high tempera-359

tures corresponding to low pressures, and vice versa.360

Alternatively, it could be argued that the pressure361

trends “lag” the temperature trends, or vice versa.362

However, during the winter months, the temperature363

and pressure trends seem to be correlated. This win-364

ter correlation appears to increase with latitude, per-365

haps because the winters are most pronounced at the366

poles. As a result, the winter correlation seems to367

last from mid-October to mid-April for the 75−90◦N368

zone.369

Clearly, there are a number of different factors at370

play in determining the mean pressure and tempera-371

ture conditions for the phase transition. In Sections372

2.2 and 2.3, we will briefly discuss some of the fac-373

tors which could influence the phase transition condi-374

tions in light of our theory that the phase transition375

corresponds to the formation of oxygen and nitrogen376

multimers. However, before doing so, there are some377

factors which should be relevant, regardless of the378

identity of the phase transition379

Generally, we would expect that lower pressures380

would correspond to lower temperatures, and higher381

pressures to higher temperatures, since temperature382

decreases with decreasing pressure (i.e., increasing al-383

titude) within the troposphere - see Section 3.1.384

We would also expect that changes in the local385

solar radiation should influence the phase transition386

conditions for a given region. In the Northern Hemi-387

sphere, the incoming solar radiation is at a minimum388

in December/January and a maximum in June/July,389

while in the Southern Hemisphere, the seasons are re-390

versed. These seasonal variations strongly influence391

ground-level temperature conditions, particularly at392

higher latitudes. So, it is likely that they also play393

a major role in determining mean phase transition394

conditions, particularly at higher latitudes.395

Another factor is the seasonal variation in total so-396

lar radiation. As can be seen from Figure 5, the to-397

tal amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth cur-398

rently is at a maximum in January and a minimum in399

July, since the Earth-Sun distance is at a minimum400

in January. This factor is known to change over time-401

scales of tens to hundreds of thousands of years due402

to the cyclical variability in the Earth’s orbit[9], and403

is believed to be a significant factor in the glacial404

to inter-glacial transitions of the ice ages[10]. At405

present, the difference between the January and July406

Figure 5: Mean monthly variability of the total solar
insolation at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere, over
the annual cycle. Values were calculated from the Total
Solar Irradiance at Earth distance data from the SO-
lar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) satel-
lite mission (2003-present), which was downloaded from
http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/ .

solar radiation is quite substantial, at about 6.5% of 407

the average solar radiation. 408

If the atmosphere is mostly in thermodynamic 409

equilibrium, then we would expect that these vari- 410

ations in total solar insolation would influence the 411

phase transition conditions. In Paper III, we pro- 412

pose that the high rates of mechanical energy trans- 413

mission (“pervection”) in the atmosphere allow the 414

atmosphere to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium 415

over distances of thousands of kilometres. This 416

could allow any localised energy imbalances to be re- 417

distributed across the planet within a few weeks[2]. 418

So, it seems likely that total solar insolation varia- 419

tions play an important role in determining the phase 420

transition conditions. 421

If mechanical energy transmission allows some of 422

the energy from the total solar insolation to become 423

distributed throughout the atmosphere, then this 424

would offer an additional energy source to high lati- 425

tude regions during the winter months (i.e., when lo- 426

cal solar insolation is lowest). In the Southern Hemi- 427

sphere, the seasonal variation in total solar radiation 428

coincides with the seasonal variation in local solar in- 429

solation, i.e., both are at a maximum in the austral 430

summer and a minimum in the austal winter. Per- 431

haps this could explain why the seasonal temperature 432

and pressure range is greatest in Antarctica (Table 1). 433

However, in the Northern Hemisphere, the seasonal 434

variation in total solar radiation is opposite to the 435

local solar insolation. Perhaps the increase in total 436

solar radiation during the boreal winter can explain 437

the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere “winter cor- 438
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relation” described above.439

Of course, a major factor to consider when try-440

ing to explain the trends in the phase transition con-441

ditions, is the actual cause of the phase transition.442

With this in mind, let us now turn to our proposed443

explanation, i.e., that the phase transition involves444

the formation of multimers of oxygen and/or nitro-445

gen.446

2.2 Multimer formation as an447

explanation for the phase448

transition449

As discussed in the previous section, the phase tran-450

sition at the tropopause corresponds to an abrupt in-451

crease in the rate of decrease of the molar density of452

air with decreasing atmospheric pressure. Since the453

atmospheric pressure at any point in the atmosphere454

is a function of the mass of all of the atmosphere455

above that point, it seems unlikely that the rate of456

decrease in atmospheric pressure with altitude should457

change in such an abrupt manner. Instead, it seems458

more likely that the transition involves an increase in459

the rate of molar density decrease.460

We can think of two mechanisms by which the rate461

of molar density decrease could abruptly increase:462

1. The chemical composition of the air changes sig-463

nificantly above the tropopause.464

2. The mean molecular weight of the air increases465

significantly above the tropopause.466

Let us consider the first mechanism. Although467

water vapour can comprise a few percent of the at-468

mosphere near ground level, water vapour concen-469

trations rapidly decrease with altitude. So, water470

vapour is not a major component of the air near471

the upper troposphere/tropopause regions where the472

phase transition occurs. Dry air consists almost473

entirely of two gases - ∼ 78% nitrogen (N2) and474

∼ 21% oxygen (O2), although a third gas, argon475

(Ar), also comprises about 1% of the air. In the476

troposphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions consid-477

ered by our studies, the relative atomic concentra-478

tions of these three “bulk gases” are believed to be rel-479

atively constant with altitude[11]. Hence, the phase480

transition is unlikely to involve a major change in the481

chemical composition of the air.482

On this basis, we conclude that the phase transi-483

tion probably corresponds to an increase in the mean484

molecular weight of the air above the tropopause.485

We saw in Section 2.1 that the exact conditions 486

under which the phase transition occurs change with 487

season, latitude, and other factors. Therefore the 488

phase transition seems to be a reversible (and fairly 489

rapid) process. 490

Also, since the atmosphere appears to obey the gas 491

laws above as well as below the phase transition, the 492

transition is probably a gas phase process. Although, 493

it is possible that the phase transition could involve 494

the formation of aerosols, i.e., very small solid parti- 495

cles or liquid droplets which remain suspended in the 496

atmosphere, as occurs in clouds. 497

One mechanism which meets all of these require- 498

ments would be if an appreciable fraction of either 499

the oxygen or nitrogen molecules, or both, coalesce 500

to form higher molecular weight “multimers” or “gas 501

clusters” through van der Waals interactions, e.g., 502

n(A2)⇐⇒ (A2)n + ∆H (2)

Where A is either O or N , n is the number of oxy- 503

gen or nitrogen molecules (henceforth “monomers”) 504

in the multimer complex, and ∆H is the heat of for- 505

mation of the multimer. 506

Depending on the average size of n and the to- 507

tal fraction of the air molecules that formed multi- 508

mers, this could easily increase the average molecu- 509

lar weight of the air by enough to cause a change in 510

the rate of molar density decrease with atmospheric 511

pressure. For small values of n, the fraction of the air 512

that multimerises would probably need to be quite 513

high, but for large values of n, multimers would only 514

need to comprise a few percent (by number) of the air 515

molecules to significantly change the average molec- 516

ular weight. 517

The idea that atmospheric gases could form higher 518

molecular weight van der Waals complexes under cer- 519

tain conditions is not new. Stable van der Waals oxy- 520

gen dimers (i.e., (O2)2) have been found to exist at 521

low temperatures, e.g., in the range ∼ 80− 145K[12, 522

13]. Molecular beam experiments have shown that 523

the van der Waals interaction between pairs of oxygen 524

molecules is weak, but significant[14]. The van der 525

Waals interaction between pairs of nitrogen molecules 526

and that between oxygen and nitrogen molecules is 527

estimated to be similar in magnitude[15] 528

Indeed, oxygen dimers, nitrogen dimers 529

((N2)2) and mixed oxygen/nitrogen dimer com- 530

plexes ((O2)(N2)) are believed to exist as 531

stable van der Waals complexes in the tropo- 532

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions, albeit at 533

very low trace amounts[16]. Moreover, oxygen 534
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dimers have been measured in the atmosphere535

using ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, although these536

dimers are believed to be only metastable complexes537

temporarily formed through collision processes[17,538

18].539

Various other high molecular weight oxygen al-540

lotropes have been calculated to have stable struc-541

tures which could exist under certain conditions, e.g.,542

see the review of Gadzhiev et al., 2013[19]. Indeed,543

aside from the relatively well-known three low tem-544

perature solid phases of oxygen, oxygen is also known545

to form at least three different solid phases under546

high temperature, high pressure conditions, includ-547

ing a tetramer form (O8 or (O2)4) called “red oxy-548

gen” due to its observed colour - see Freiman & Jodl,549

2004[20] for an extensive review of the solid phases of550

oxygen.551

In summary, van der Waals interactions between552

oxygen and nitrogen molecules can become significant553

under certain conditions. The question is whether554

or not those conditions could include those at the555

phase transition. As we mentioned above, the van556

der Waals interaction between oxygen, nitrogen and557

mixed oxygen/nitrogen dimers has been found to be558

quite weak, and at the temperatures associated with559

the phase transition (198-231K - see Table 1), they560

are unlikely to be very stable. However, if the air561

molecules were able to coalesce to form larger mul-562

timers (n > 2), then the cumulative interactions of563

the larger van der Waals complexes might become564

strong enough to make the multimers stable above565

the tropopause. To investigate this, let us now cal-566

culate the enthalpies of formation of multimers from567

the monomers for different values of n, i.e., ∆H from568

Equation 2.569

∆H = Hproducts −Hreactants (3)

One way for calculating the enthalpy of formation570

of the multimers from the monomers would be if we571

could calculate the difference between the enthalpy572

of the monomers and the multimers. The molar en-573

thalpy of a gas (H) is defined as,574

H = U + PV (4)

Where U is the internal energy of the gas, while P575

and V represent the pressure and volume of the gas.576

The internal energy of the gas is,577

U =
1

2
αRT (5)

Where T is the temperature of the gas, R = 8.3145578

J K−1 mol−1 is the ideal gas constant and α is the579

number of degrees of freedom that contribute to the 580

internal energy of the gas at temperature T . We can 581

see that each degree of freedom contributes 1
2RT to 582

the internal energy of a mole of gas. In this context, 583

a degree of freedom is an independent mode (or way) 584

in which the gas can have energy, e.g., translation, 585

rotation and vibration. 586

Since PV = RT for one mole of gas (from the ideal 587

gas law), we can combine Equations 4 and 5 to yield, 588

589

H =
1

2
αRT +RT =

(
1

2
α+ 1

)
RT (6)

For most gases under atmospheric conditions, we 590

only need consider translation, rotation and vibra- 591

tion, when calculating α, i.e., 592

α = αtranslational + αrotational + αvibrational (7)

All gases have three translational degrees of free- 593

dom corresponding to the three spatial axes. For 594

monatomic gases, such as argon, or the atomic forms 595

of nitrogen and oxygen, these are the only available 596

degrees of freedom, i.e., α = 3 for O, N , and Ar. 597

However, for more complex molecules, we must also 598

consider the rotational and vibrational degrees. 599

The diatomic N2 and O2 molecules (i.e., the 600

monomers) are linear molecules, and so only have 2 601

rotational degrees of freedom, while all of the multi- 602

mers would have 3 rotational degrees of freedom. 603

Because the covalent bond in the diatomic N2 and 604

O2 molecules is quite strong, the vibrational modes 605

do not substantially contribute to the degrees of 606

freedom at atmospheric temperatures. So, for the 607

monomers, α = 5 (3 translational and 2 rotational). 608

Therefore, from Equation 6, 609

Hmonomer =

(
5

2
+ 1

)
RT =

7

2
RT (8)

Compared to the covalent bond in the monomers, 610

the strength of the van der Waals bond in the multi- 611

mers is very weak, e.g., Aquilanti et al., 1999 found 612

the oxygen dimer bond energy to be about 17.0 613

meV[14]. With this in mind, let us assume that the 614

different modes of the bond contribute fully to the de- 615

grees of freedom of the multimers at atmospheric tem- 616

peratures. If we assume that the strength of the co- 617

valent bond of the monomers remains about the same 618

in the multimer, then (as for the diatomic molecules) 619

the modes of the covalent bond of the monomer will 620

not contribute to the degrees of freedom. This seems 621

a reasonable assumption, since even when oxygen 622
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molecules are adsorbed onto fullerene surfaces, the623

vibrational energy of the covalent bond remains com-624

parable to that in the gas phase[21].625

If N is the number of atoms in a multimer, then the626

total number of vibrational modes will be 3N−6, but627

N
2 of those modes will be due to the covalent bonds.628

So the total number of vibrational modes which con-629

tribute to the degrees of freedom of the multimer (un-630

der atmospheric conditions) will be 3N − 6− N
2 . We631

must also note that each vibrational mode actually632

contributes two degrees of freedom to the internal633

energy of a molecule - one due to the kinetic com-634

ponent and one due to the potential component of635

the vibration. Hence, for a multimer,636

αvibrational = 2(3N − 6− N

2
) = 5N − 12 (9)

Since αtranslational = 3 and αrotational = 3,637

α = 3 + 3 + 5N − 12 = 5N − 6 (10)

Therefore, from Equation 6, we can calculate the mo-638

lar enthalpy of a multimer,639

Hmultimer =

(
5N − 6

2
+ 1

)
RT (11)

With this, we can now calculate the enthalpy of640

formation of a multimer of size n from n molecules of641

either N2 or O2, using Equation 3,642

∆H = Hmultimer − n (Hmonomer) (12)

Recalling that n = 2N , we can then combine Equa-643

tions 8 and 11 to yield,644

∆H = (5n− 2)RT − n
(

7

2
RT

)
(13)

645

=

(
3n

2
− 2

)
RT (14)

By substituting different values of n into Equation646

14, we can construct Table 2. Alternatively, by re-647

arranging Equation 14, we can derive a formula to648

estimate n from the enthalpy of formation,649

n =
2

3

(
∆H

RT
+ 2

)
(15)

We will use this equation in Section 2.3.650

The values of ∆H in Table 2 are large enough to651

make it plausible that, above the troposphere, a sig-652

nificant fraction of the air molecules could form sta-653

ble multimers of some size n. In other words, our654

Multimer
type

Species α ∆H

Atomic (A2) 1
2

3 -0.5RT

Monomer A2 5 0.0
Dimer (A2)2 14 +1.0RT
Trimer (A2)3 24 +2.5RT
Tetramer (A2)4 34 +4.0RT
Pentamer (A2)5 44 +5.5RT
Hexamer (A2)6 54 +7.0RT
Septamer (A2)7 64 +8.5RT
Octamer (A2)8 74 +10.0RT
Nonimer (A2)9 84 +11.5RT
Decimer (A2)10 94 +13.0RT

Table 2: Calculated heats of formation for various mul-
timers from the two main diatomic atmospheric gases,
where A2 = O2 or N2.

theory that the phase transition corresponds to the 655

formation of multimers is reasonable on thermody- 656

namic grounds. In the next section, we will consider 657

possible values for n. 658

2.3 Modification of the barometric 659

formula to estimate the size of 660

multimers 661

Figure 6 presents the pressure/temperature condi- 662

tions associated with the phase transition for each 663

of the zones and months in Figure 4. In a sense, 664

we can consider this a partial phase diagram for the 665

atmosphere near the troposphere/tropopause bound- 666

ary. Using our terminology from Paper I, we refer 667

to the tropospheric phase of air as the “light phase”. 668

This corresponds to the region at the top of Figure 669

6. Below the phase transition, the air adopts what 670

we referred to generically in Paper I as the “heavy 671

phase”[1]. This is the phase during which we propose 672

multimerization takes place. 673

In Figure 6, all of the points from a given latitude 674

zone have the same colour and shape (triangles for 675

the Northern Hemisphere and circles for the South- 676

ern Hemisphere). Taken collectively, the range of the 677

conditions corresponding to the phase transition is 678

relatively small, i.e., temperatures in the range 198- 679

231 K and pressures in the range 15600-44900 Pa (see 680

Table 1). When we consider a specific latitude zone, 681

the range becomes even smaller and more defined, 682

e.g., 207-211 K and 15800-16800 Pa for 0 − 15◦N . 683

The seasonal variation for each zone is also very well- 684

defined and periodic. This is more apparent in Figure 685
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Figure 6: Mean monthly conditions for the phase tran-
sition of each of the latitudinal zones of Figure 3. Trian-
gles correspond to the Northern Hemisphere, and circles
correspond to the Southern Hemisphere.

Figure 7: Seasonal variations of the mean monthly con-
ditions for the phase transition of the equatorial and
mid-latitude zones from Figure 6. The arrows for each
zone indicate the direction December to January. Trian-
gles correspond to the Northern Hemisphere, and circles
correspond to the Southern Hemisphere.

7 where the seasonal trends in phase transition condi-686

tions are indicated for each of the low-to-mid-latitude687

zones.688

The fact that the temperatures and pressures of689

the phase transition are so well-defined for each lati-690

tudinal zone suggests that there is a thermodynamic691

significance for the phase transition conditions in each692

zone. This raises the possibility that we can extract693

information about the nature of the phase transition694

(e.g., ∆H) from the pressures and temperatures of695

the phase transition. With this in mind, let us con-696

sider the relationship between these values and the697

thermodynamics of the phase transition. 698

The barometric formula is a well-known equation 699

used to calculate the atmospheric pressure at a given 700

altitude (h), or vice versa[22], 701

P = P0 exp

(
−mgh
RT

)
(16)

Where P0 is the atmospheric pressure at ground level 702

(100000 Pa at standard temperature and pressure), 703

m is the average molecular weight of air (in g mol−1) 704

and g = 9.81 m s−2 is the acceleration due to gravity. 705

Although the barometric formula is typically used 706

for relating pressure to altitude, it also provides a re- 707

lationship between the pressure and the ratio of grav- 708

itational potential energy (mgh) to kinetic energy 709

(RT ). Therefore, it should be useful in describing the 710

thermodynamics of different pressure/temperature 711

conditions. However, the formula is only valid when 712

the only forms of energy which change in the atmo- 713

sphere are kinetic energy and gravitational potential 714

energy. It does not allow for phase changes or chem- 715

ical reactions, for instance. 716

If we want a complete thermodynamic description 717

of the pressure/temperature conditions, then we need 718

to consider any other energy changes which may be 719

involved. For instance, we saw in Section 2.2 that 720

multimerization would alter the internal energy of the 721

atmospheric gases. We also note that the energy of 722

the atmosphere at a given point is also affected by 723

many other factors, e.g., local insolation, total solar 724

insolation, magnetic fields, and so on. 725

For this reason, let us generalise the barometric 726

formula to account for changes in energy other than 727

potential energy, 728

P = P0 exp

(
∆E

RT

)
(17)

Where ∆E represents the net change in energy with 729

respect to P , 730

∆E = −∆(mgh)+∆H+∆(hν)+∆(βφ)+∆(
1

2
ρv2)+. . .

(18)
Where ∆(hν) corresponds to a change in electromag- 731

netic radiation, ∆(βφ) corresponds to any change in 732

magnetic field, ∆( 1
2ρv

2) corresponds to any change 733

in the velocity of the air (e.g., change in wind speed), 734

and the “. . . ” corresponds to any other change in 735

the internal or external energy of the air molecules. 736

In our case, ∆H is the enthalpy of multimerization, 737

which we calculated for different values of n in the 738
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previous section. In the original barometric equa-739

tion, −mgh implicitly represented a change in poten-740

tial energy at altitude h, relative to sea level. But, in741

the context of our generalised formula, it seems sensi-742

ble to explicitly note that we are considering changes743

in energy. So, we have changed the potential energy744

component from −mgh to −∆(mgh). This also al-745

lows for the fact that m can change, e.g., by multi-746

merization, as well as accounting for the fact that g747

slightly varies with latitude and altitude.748

If the only energy component that changes is−mgh749

then Equation 17 reverts to Equation 16. However,750

our generalised barometric formula allows us to also751

consider the influence that other energy components752

have on pressure. In other words, we can use it as a753

tool for considering the thermodynamic significance754

of the different pressure and temperature conditions755

at which the phase transition occurs.756

If multimerization occurs, then this will increase757

∆E by ∆H. Therefore, the pressure (and corre-758

spondingly, the temperature) at which the phase759

transition occurs is influenced by ∆H. So, in theory,760

it might be possible to estimate ∆H from Equation761

17 from our phase diagram in Figure 6. However, the762

other energy components of Equation 18 also influ-763

ence the pressure of the phase transition, at a given764

time and location.765

Let us briefly consider some of the factors which766

could influence the phase transition conditions:767

• The altitude at which the phase transition occurs768

varies with season and latitude. Therefore, the769

−∆(mgh) component will similarly vary.770

• We saw from Equation 14 and Table 2 that the771

enthalpy of multimerization depends on the size772

of the multimers n. Hence, if the average size of773

the multimers varies, then ∆H will also vary.774

• As we discussed in Section 2, the local insola-775

tion varies with latitude and season, and the to-776

tal solar insolation varies with season. If there777

are long term trends in solar activity, this could778

alter both terms. Hence, ∆(hν) can vary with779

latitude, season, hemisphere, and from year to780

year.781

• The geomagnetic field varies with latitude and782

season. Also, there can be long term trends in783

the geomagnetic field. All of these factors could784

contribute to ∆(βφ). In addition, diatomic oxy-785

gen is paramagnetic, but multimers of oxygen do786

not have to be. So, if multimerization of the oxy- 787

gen molecules occurs, this could alter the inter- 788

action of the air molecules with the geomagnetic 789

field, i.e., alter ∆(βφ). 790

• In Section 3.4, we will discuss how changes in the 791

phase transition boundary can influence wind 792

speeds and patterns. Similarly, changes in wind 793

speeds could influence ∆E by ∆( 1
2ρv

2). 794

There could be many more factors which signifi- 795

cantly contribute to ∆E, e.g., changes in the atmo- 796

spheric electric field[23], or changes in water vapour 797

distribution. However, for the purposes of this article, 798

it is sufficient to note that ∆E has many components, 799

and as a result, there are many factors which could 800

influence the phase transition conditions. 801

Nonetheless, we notice from Figures 6 and 7 that 802

there are quite a few regions in which the pressure 803

and temperature of the phase transitions vary linearly 804

with each other, e.g., in the tropical and subtropical 805

zones. This suggests that the relative contribution of 806

each of the energy components to ∆E is fairly con- 807

stant. 808

We can estimate the enthalpy of multimerization 809

for these regions with linear behaviour from Equation 810

17. Let us take the logarithm of Equation 17, 811

lnP = lnP0 +
∆E

RT
(19)

If we treat lnP0 as a constant, then for regions which 812

show linear behaviour, we can estimate ∆E as the 813

slope from the equation of the line for a plot of lnP 814

against 1
RT . In other words, if we take the equation 815

of the line as y = mx+ c, with y = lnP , x = 1
RT and 816

c = lnP0, then the slope will be m = ∆E. 817

There are several parts of our phase diagram in 818

which there seems to be a fairly linear relation- 819

ship between P and T , e.g., for the low latitude 820

zones, and the 60 − 75◦S zone. There is also a 821

quite linear relationship for the 75− 90◦S zone, and 822

this relationship becomes even more linear, if we 823

divide the points into two subsets, i.e., October- 824

February (“spring/summer”) and March-September 825

(“autumn/winter”). These are the zones in which P 826

and T are “in phase” in Figure 4. In Figure 8, we 827

plot Equation 19 for these different subsets of points. 828

The slopes of these lines should give us ∆E (in units 829

of J mol−1) for these zones. 830

If ∆H is large relative to the other components of 831

∆E, then ∆E ' ∆H. This means that we could esti- 832

mate the average size of the multimers (n) formed in 833
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Figure 8: Plots of lnP against 1
RT for some of the

latitude zones that show clear linear behaviour. In the
top panel, the two 0− 15◦ zones and the two 15− 30◦

zones are plotted. In the middle panel, the 60 − 75◦S
zone is plotted. For the bottom panel, the 75 − 90◦S
data is split into two linear components, October to
February and March to September.

those regions by substituting our values for ∆H and834

the mean temperature for the region into Equation835

15. In Table 3, we have estimated the mean values of836

n for each of these regions, by taking this assumption.837

Our calculations in Table 3 suggest that n ' 4 in838

the low latitude zones and also 60-75◦S, i.e., that839

the multimers are mostly tetramers. However, for840

the 75-90◦S zone, n ' 6, suggesting the multimers841

are mostly hexamers. Perhaps, the multimers are a842

mixture of different sizes, but the average value is843

n ' 4 for the 0-30◦ and the 60-75◦S zones, while the844

Zone ∆E mean T mean n
0-15◦N/S 8094 J mol−1 209 K 4.44
15-30◦N/S 7687 J mol−1 214 K 4.21
60-75◦S 7111 J mol−1 215 K 3.99
75-90◦S
(Oct-Feb)

12075 J mol−1 221 K 5.71

75-90◦S
(Mar-Sep)

12177 J mol−1 210 K 5.98

Table 3: Average size of multimers implied by the plots
for the four regions considered in Figure 8, if ∆E '
∆H.

average value is n ' 6 for the 75-90◦S zone. 845

If we consider the other zones, the relationship be- 846

tween P and T is not very linear, and so we cannot 847

calculate ∆E from the slope. Indeed, for some of 848

the mid-latitude zones, the seasonal variation is al- 849

most circular (Figure 7). However, interestingly, for 850

the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere (30-90◦N), 851

there seems to be a linear relationship between P 852

and T with latitude for each of the summer months. 853

Figure 9: Plots of lnP against 1
RT by month for the

four extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere latitude zones,
i.e., 30− 90◦N from April to October.

Figure 9 plots lnP against 1
RT for the four extra- 854

tropical Northern Hemisphere zones for each of the 855

months April to October. The values of ∆E implied 856

by these linear fits are relatively large (26295-54218 J 857

mol−1), and if we again assume that ∆E ' ∆H, then 858

this suggests that the average size of the multimers 859

in the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere summer 860

is n ' 10-12, and that this increases to ∼ 20 in the 861

spring/autumn - see Table 4. 862

In our various estimates of n described above, we 863

explicitly assumed that ∆E ' ∆H. However, this as- 864

sumption need not necessarily hold. If the other com- 865

ponents of ∆E become significant, then this would 866
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Month ∆E mean T mean n
April 50006 J mol−1 223 K 19.30
May 31198 J mol−1 225 K 12.44
June 26295 J mol−1 227 K 10.64
July 27193 J mol−1 228 K 10.93
August 29157 J mol−1 226 K 11.67
September 34783 J mol−1 224 K 13.77
October 54218 J mol−1 222 K 20.93

Table 4: Average size of multimers for the four extra-
tropical Northern Hemisphere latitude zones considered
in Figure 9, i.e., 30 − 90◦N , from April to October, if
we assume that ∆E ' ∆H.

mean ∆H < ∆E, and the value of n would be less.867

More research is probably required to determine868

the relative contributions of the other components of869

∆E. However, the fact that the ∆E values for the870

different regions and months in Figures 8 and 9 are871

comparable to the enthalpies of multimerization for872

finite values of n supports our theory that multimer-873

ization of some of the atmospheric gases could be874

responsible for the phase transition. It also suggests875

that the average value of n is not necessarily fixed,876

but might vary with latitude and/or season.877

3 Atmospheric implications of878

widespread atmospheric879

multimerization in the880

tropopause/stratosphere881

3.1 New explanation for the882

altitudinal temperature profiles883

Within the troposphere, the mean air temperature884

tends to decrease with increasing altitude at a lapse885

rate of about -6.5K/km. However, at the tropopause,886

the lapse rate decreases to about 0K/km, i.e., the887

temperature “pauses”, and in the stratosphere, the888

lapse rate becomes positive[11].889

As can be seen from Figure 10, changes in lapse890

rate between different atmospheric regions are quite891

pronounced for all latitudes. Indeed, the tropo-892

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions are typically893

defined on the basis of their lapse rates. However, the894

standard explanations for these lapse rate changes are895

based on the following unjustified assumptions:896

1. Aside from changes in water content,897

Figure 10: Polar, standard mid-latitude and tropical
altitudinal temperature profiles. Data taken from the
US Defense Department’s “Non-standard atmospheres”
dataset, downloaded from the Public Domain Aeronau-
tical Software website (original source: document MIL-
STD-210A). Temperatures were converted from degrees
Rankine, and altitudes from feet.

the specific heat capacity of the air re- 898

mains unchanged throughout the tropo- 899

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions. 900

2. The mean molecular weight of the atmospheric 901

gases similarly remains mostly unchanged in the 902

same regions. 903

3. Most of the atmosphere is only in local thermo- 904

dynamic equilibrium with its surroundings. 905

If the troposphere/tropopause phase transition in- 906

volves the formation of multimers, then this would 907

involve changes in both the specific heat capacity and 908

the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere, i.e., it 909

contradicts the first two assumptions. 910

In Paper I[1], we found that the atmosphere is 911

mostly in complete thermodynamic equilibrium with 912

its surroundings over the relatively short distances 913

between the troposphere and stratosphere (i.e., tens 914

of km). This contradicts the third assumption. In Pa- 915

per III[2], we propose that the atmosphere maintains 916

thermodynamic equilibrium over distances of several 917

thousand km because of the rapid rates of mechanical 918

energy transmission in the atmosphere. 919

Therefore, new explanations for the atmospheric 920

lapse rates are required. Before we present our expla- 921

nation, we will briefly summarise the standard expla- 922

nation for the benefit of readers who are unfamiliar 923
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with it. A more detailed summary can be found in924

most meteorological textbooks, e.g., Ref. [24].925

As altitude (h) increases, so does the gravitational926

potential energy (mgh - see Equations 17 and 18). If927

the specific heat capacity of the atmosphere remains928

constant (as assumed by the standard explanation),929

then this means that the average thermal energy of930

the air needs to simultaneously decrease to balance931

the increase in potential energy. In other words, the932

mean air temperature decreases with altitude.933

Qualitatively, this appears to explain the tropo-934

spheric lapse rate1. However, as we mentioned above,935

at the tropopause this negative lapse rate is reduced,936

and in the stratosphere the lapse rate becomes posi-937

tive (see Figure 10). In the standard explanation, it938

is necessary to invoke an external energy source to939

explain these changes in lapse rates.940

In the conventional explanation, it is assumed941

that this extra energy in the tropopause/stratosphere942

arises from absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation943

by ozone in the ozone layer[6, 25], i.e., the ozone944

heating hypothesis. However, this explanation does945

not hold if the atmosphere is in thermodynamic946

equilibrium, which we found to be the case in Pa-947

per I[1]. If the atmosphere is in thermodynamic948

equilibrium, then any “extra” energy absorbed by949

the tropopause/stratosphere would be redistributed950

amongst the surrounding atmosphere. As we discuss951

in Paper I, an additional problem with the ozone952

heating hypothesis is that, during the winter, the953

polar latitudes receive very little sunlight. Hence,954

there should not be enough ultraviolet absorption955

to counteract the negative lapse rate resulting from956

the increasing potential energy, yet, if anything, the957

tropopause seems to be more pronounced and persis-958

tent at the poles than at the equator, since it begins959

at a much lower altitude (see Figure 10).960

Our new explanation for the changes in lapse rates961

at the tropopause/stratosphere is based on the fol-962

lowing assumptions:963

1. The troposphere, tropopause and stratosphere964

are all in thermodynamic equilibrium with each965

other.966

2. The specific heat capacity and mean molecular967

weight of the atmosphere are not necessarily con-968

stant.969

1Although we note that the tropospheric lapse rate pre-
dicted by this approach is -9.8K/km, which is more rapid than
the experimentally-observed rate of -6.5K/km.

If the troposphere/tropopause phase transition in- 970

volves the formation of multimers, then the phase 971

transition would cause the average molecular weight 972

of the air to increase. Similarly, the specific heat ca- 973

pacity of the air would change, since the different mul- 974

timers would have different degrees of freedom (see 975

Table 2), and hence specific heat capacities. As a re- 976

sult, the distribution of energy between the thermal, 977

internal and potential components of the atmospheric 978

molecules will change at the phase transition. 979

In general, the specific heat capacity of molecules 980

decreases with increasing molecular weight. Hence, 981

as the average molecular weight of the air increases, 982

internal energy is converted into thermal energy, i.e., 983

the average temperature of the air increases. At ther- 984

modynamic equilibrium, the atmospheric tempera- 985

ture is therefore a function of both the potential en- 986

ergy and the internal energy of the air molecules. 987

At the tropopause, the lapse rate is close to zero. 988

This suggests that the decrease in temperature with 989

altitude is exactly balanced by the reduction in the 990

average internal energy from the formation of mul- 991

timers. In the stratosphere, the lapse rate becomes 992

positive. This suggests that the thermal energy in- 993

crease from the reduction in the average internal en- 994

ergy is greater than the thermal energy decrease from 995

the increasing potential energy. 996

As discussed in Paper I[1], or as can be seen 997

from Figure 1, the phase transition occurs at the 998

tropopause/troposphere boundary, and not at the 999

tropopause/stratosphere boundary. In other words, 1000

there does not seem to be a second phase transition 1001

between the tropopause and stratosphere. Hence, 1002

the different lapse rates between the tropopause and 1003

the stratosphere probably involve a continuous tran- 1004

sition. This transition could involve a continuous in- 1005

crease in the fraction of the air molecules which form 1006

multimers. Another possibility is that the fraction re- 1007

mains the same, but the average size of the multimers 1008

(i.e., n) increases. Both factors might be involved. 1009

3.2 The outgoing terrestrial radiation 1010

spectra 1011

If the tropopause phase transition involves the for- 1012

mation of multimers, then this also has implications 1013

for some specific features of the Earth’s outgoing mi- 1014

crowave and infra-red spectra. In this section, we 1015

will discuss these features and our explanations for 1016

them. However, since our findings in this series of 1017

companion papers (this paper along with Papers I[1] 1018
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and III[2]) suggest fundamental flaws in the conven-1019

tional explanations for the Earth’s outgoing radiation1020

(“outgoing terrestrial radiation”) spectra, we will also1021

use this section to provide our explanations for the1022

general features of the outgoing terrestrial radiation.1023

The conventional explanations for the outgoing1024

terrestrial radiation spectra are typically described1025

within the framework of the greenhouse effect the-1026

ory. As we mentioned in Section 1, the greenhouse1027

effect theory relies on the assumption that the air1028

in the troposphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions1029

is only in local thermodynamic equilibrium. Essen-1030

tially, the theory assumes that, over very short dis-1031

tance (e.g., a few metres), the air molecules remain in1032

thermodynamic equilibrium with each other through1033

conduction and convection. But, over longer dis-1034

tances, it is assumed that this equilibrium breaks1035

down, i.e., neighbouring “parcels” of air are thermo-1036

dynamically isolated from each other. As a result, it1037

is assumed that, if a given parcel of air absorbs or1038

emits more radiation than its neighbours, the total1039

energy of that parcel will change relative to its neigh-1040

bours. This leads to the assumption that the distri-1041

bution of energy throughout the atmosphere is pre-1042

dominantly controlled by radiative processes. Pier-1043

rehumbert, 2011[3] offers a concise summary of this1044

local thermodynamic equilibrium-based framework.1045

However, in Paper I[1], we found that,1046

for a given latitude/longitude, the tropo-1047

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions are es-1048

sentially in thermodynamic equilibrium with each1049

other. For this reason, a replacement framework for1050

describing the outgoing radiation spectra is required.1051

Before we discuss our framework, there are a num-1052

ber of known results and observations in the liter-1053

ature which we believe are important to note. But,1054

the reader should note that many of the references we1055

will cite in this section explicitly or implicitly make1056

the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium1057

to explain their results and/or observations. Clearly,1058

there are different ways in which the following1059

results/observations can be individually explained.1060

Our goal in this section will be to provide satisfactory1061

explanations which are also consistent with our find-1062

ing that the troposphere/tropopause/stratosphere re-1063

gions are in thermodynamic equilibrium. This is im-1064

portant, because the conventional explanation for the1065

outgoing terrestrial radiation does not do so.1066

A reasonable starting assumption to make is that1067

the total amount of incoming solar radiation that1068

reaches the Earth system (surface + atmosphere)1069

roughly balances the total amount of outgoing ter- 1070

restrial radiation. This assumption of radiative bal- 1071

ance is quite common in analyses of the Earth’s en- 1072

ergy budget, e.g., Kiehl & Trenberth, 1997[26], and 1073

we will adopt it here. We do acknowledge that some 1074

researchers have considered the possibility that the 1075

Earth might have a radiative imbalance, e.g., Tren- 1076

berth et al., 2009[27]. However, if such an imbalance 1077

were to be significant and continuous, it would prob- 1078

ably lead to a very rapid cooling or heating of the 1079

Earth system, which seems unlikely. 1080

Figure 11: Theoretical distribution of the radiation
emitted by a blackbody at a temperature of (top)
5700K, i.e. the approximate surface temperature of the
Sun and (b) 300K, i.e the approximate surface tempera-
ture of the Earth. Note that the axis ranges are different
for both spectra.

Because of the high temperature of the sun, the 1081

incoming solar radiation is mostly in the form of 1082

high frequency “shortwave radiation”, i.e., ultravio- 1083

let/visible and shortwave infra-red radiation - see Fig- 1084

ure 11. Some of this shortwave radiation is reflected 1085

back into space, without being absorbed, by various 1086

reflective processes, which are collectively referred to 1087

as “albedo”2 processes. Most estimates suggest that 1088

about one third of the incoming solar radiation is re- 1089

flected by albedo processes[26]. 1090

To maintain radiative balance, the Earth must emit 1091

the same amount of energy to space that it absorbs. 1092

However, because the surface of the Earth is much 1093

cooler than that of the sun, this outgoing terrestrial 1094

2After the Latin for “white”, albus, since white objects re-
flect most visible light.
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radiation is mostly in the form of low frequency “long-1095

wave radiation”, i.e., longwave infra-red radiation -1096

see Figure 11. The Earth is also predicted to have1097

some microwave emissions, but the total energy of1098

these emissions is small relative to the infra-red emis-1099

sions.1100

Satellite observations suggest that the total incom-1101

ing solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere is1102

∼ 340 W/m2, when averaged over the entire surface1103

area of the planet3. Of the outgoing terrestrial radi-1104

ation, ∼ 100 W/m2 is reflected solar radiation (“out-1105

going shortwave terrestrial radiation”). The remain-1106

ing ∼ 240 W/m2 accounts for the “outgoing long-1107

wave terrestrial radiation”. See e.g., Ramanathan et1108

al., 1989[28] or Kiehl & Trenberth, 1997[26], for more1109

precise estimates of these three values.1110

In this section, we will be mostly considering the1111

latter component, i.e., the outgoing longwave terres-1112

trial radiation. We can subdivide this further into1113

the radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface and1114

the radiation emitted from the atmosphere.1115

As a first approximation, the spectrum of the out-1116

going terrestrial radiation from the surface can be1117

described as being similar to that of a black-body1118

with the temperature of the surface, i.e., something1119

roughly like the bottom panel of Figure 11. How-1120

ever, since the atmosphere lies between the surface1121

and space, the actual outgoing terrestrial radiation,1122

as seen from the top of the atmosphere, will be mod-1123

ified by the absorption and emission of radiation by1124

the atmosphere.1125

In the 19th century, Tyndall, 1861[29] found that1126

the two bulk atmospheric gases - N2 and O2 - did1127

not directly interact with “heat” (i.e., infra-red radi-1128

ation). Although the third bulk atmospheric gas (Ar)1129

had not been discovered at the time, it also does not1130

directly interact with infra-red radiation. However,1131

he found that water vapour and some of the trace at-1132

mospheric gases were capable of absorbing infra-red1133

radiation. It is now known that gases which absorb1134

radiation at a given frequency can also emit radiation1135

at that frequency. Essentially, Tyndall had identified1136

that only some of the atmospheric gases are infra-1137

red active, i.e., can directly absorb and emit infra-red1138

radiation.1139

The infra-red active gases are popularly referred1140

to as “greenhouse gases”, because of their relevance1141

to the greenhouse effect theory. However, we will1142

3This is exactly 1/4 of the Total Solar Irradiance shown in
Figure 5, since the surface area of the Earth is 4πr2, where
r = radius of the Earth, yet the surface area in sunlight is only
πr2.

favour the term infra-red active gases, since it better 1143

describes their spectroscopic properties. 1144

In the Earth’s atmosphere, the three most abun- 1145

dant infra-red active gases are water vapour (H2O), 1146

carbon dioxide (CO2) and ozone (O3). This means 1147

that most of the atmosphere’s absorption and emis- 1148

sion of the outgoing longwave terrestrial radiation oc- 1149

curs through these trace gases. 1150

The infra-red spectra of H2O, CO2 and O3 each 1151

have several active bands in the range of infra-red 1152

radiation that the surface is expected to emit. As 1153

a result, much of the radiation leaving the Earth’s 1154

surface is absorbed by the atmosphere. There are a 1155

few relatively narrow bands of infra-red radiation in 1156

this range which do not include an active band from 1157

any of the greenhouse gases, e.g., 3.4− 4.0µ or 8.0− 1158

13µ. Since the atmosphere is relatively transparent in 1159

these non-active bands, they are sometimes referred 1160

to as the “atmospheric window” bands. However, 1161

even within the atmospheric window, the atmosphere 1162

still absorbs some radiation. 1163

For instance, when Gebbie et al., 1951 analysed 1164

the atmospheric transmission across several miles of 1165

sea in the range 1 − 14µ they were unable to find 1166

any completely transparent regions[30]. Even for the 1167

most transparent bands, only 80-90% of the radiation 1168

was transmitted per sea mile. In terms of air mass, a 1169

horizontal column of air one sea mile long at sea level 1170

is roughly equivalent to a vertical column of nearly a 1171

quarter of the atmosphere4. So, at those transmission 1172

rates, only about 1/3 to 2/3 of the radiation passing 1173

through the “window” would leave the atmosphere 1174

without being absorbed5. 1175

From this we can conclude that most of the out- 1176

going longwave terrestrial radiation from the Earth’s 1177

surface is absorbed by the atmosphere before it has 1178

the chance to leave the atmosphere. In other words, 1179

although there is a small component of direct emis- 1180

sion to space from the surface through “the window”, 1181

most of the outgoing longwave terrestrial radiation is 1182

41 sea mile = 1852m and the density of air at sea level
= 1.293kg m−3. Therefore, the weight of air in a horizon-
tal column 1 sea mile long = 1852 × 1.293 × 9.81 = 23490
N m−2=23490 Pa. As the weight of air above the surface is
100000 Pa under standard conditions, the mass of air in a ver-
tical column above the surface is equivalent to 100000

23490
= 4.257

times the mass of air in a horizontal column 1 sea mile long,
at sea level.

5Horizontal transmission of 80%/sea mile is equivalent to a
vertical transmission through the entire atmosphere of roughly
0.84 = 0.41 = 41%, while a horizontal transmission of 90%/sea
mile corresponds to a vertical transmission of 0.94 = 0.66 =
66%.
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emitted from the atmosphere itself.1183

With increasing altitude, the atmospheric density1184

decreases. As the atmospheric density decreases, so1185

will its infra-red opacity. So, with increasing altitude,1186

an increasing amount of the infra-red radiation which1187

is emitted by the atmospheric gases will escape to1188

space without being re-absorbed by the surrounding1189

gases. In the conventional explanation, the region1190

of the atmosphere at which most of this occurs is the1191

tropopause/stratosphere[3]. This seems reasonable to1192

us, and we agree that much of the outgoing longwave1193

radiation is probably emitted in this manner. The1194

infra-red radiation emitted from these regions should1195

mostly be in the infra-red active bands of the main1196

emitting gases there, i.e., CO2, H2O and O3.1197

When the Mars Global Surveyor carried out its1198

analysis of the outgoing terrestrial radiation on1199

November 24, 1996 (from a distance of 4.7 million1200

km), it detected strong spectral features from the1201

three main infra-red active gases, which appeared to1202

have originated from the tropopause/stratosphere re-1203

gions. It also detected some infra-red radiation in1204

the “window” bands, which appeared to have been1205

emitted from the surface[31]. So, it appears that1206

many of the features of the outgoing longwave terres-1207

trial radiation can be explained in terms of the two1208

mechanisms described above, i.e., (1) surface emis-1209

sion through the “atmospheric window” and (2) at-1210

mospheric emission by the infra-red active gases in1211

the tropopause/stratosphere regions.1212

However, there are at least two other mecha-1213

nisms which should also contribute substantially to1214

how the outgoing longwave radiation is emitted.1215

One of these mechanisms is through cloud forma-1216

tion (mostly in the troposphere) and the other is1217

through the formation of oxygen multimers in the1218

tropopause/stratosphere regions.1219

Clouds are known to absorb, emit and reflect infra-1220

red radiation over a wide range of wavelengths - see1221

e.g., Refs. [28, 32, 33]. One factor is that clouds1222

comprise liquid or solid water, both of which have1223

stronger infra-red spectra than water vapour. An-1224

other factor is that the size of the cloud droplets can1225

become large enough to cause Mie scattering[34]. A1226

third factor is worth some discussion, as it has simi-1227

larities to our proposed mechanism for infra-red emis-1228

sion by multimer formation.1229

In order for a cloud to form, water vapour1230

molecules must condense to form either liquid1231

droplets (at warmer temperatures) or ice crystals (at1232

colder temperatures). This means that, when the wa-1233

ter vapour molecules collide with each other, some of 1234

the collisions are inelastic, i.e., when two molecules 1235

collide, they stick together. The same process is also 1236

involved in multimer formation. 1237

In order for an inelastic collision to occur, the 1238

molecules must gain or lose energy. In our two cases 1239

(cloud formation and multimer formation), they must 1240

lose energy. Typically, this is by the emission of elec- 1241

tromagnetic radiation. So, after collision, the excited 1242

molecules must have a mechanism for emitting elec- 1243

tromagnetic radiation with an energy comparable to 1244

the extra energy from the collision. Otherwise, the 1245

collision will be elastic, and the molecules will sepa- 1246

rate again. 1247

As we mentioned above, water vapour molecules 1248

can emit infra-red radiation. They can also emit mi- 1249

crowave radiation (∼ 22GHz). Hence, when water 1250

vapour molecules collide, they can coalesce to form 1251

clouds by emitting either infra-red or microwave ra- 1252

diation. If the cloud is at a high enough altitude, 1253

some of this radiation may be transmitted out to 1254

space without being reabsorbed by the atmosphere. 1255

However, much of the radiation will be absorbed by 1256

the water molecules in the surrounding air, since 1257

they are capable of absorbing radiation at the same 1258

wavelengths. This will cause the water molecules 1259

to heat up, and through elastic collisions with other 1260

nearby air molecules, will cause the surrounding air 1261

molecules to heat up. 1262

As we discussed above, we have found that the 1263

air in the troposphere/tropopause/stratosphere is 1264

mostly in thermodynamic equilibrium. So, this extra 1265

thermal energy will be rapidly distributed through- 1266

out the atmosphere. However, before the energy is 1267

distributed, some of the excited molecules may emit 1268

some radiation, if they have a mechanism for doing 1269

so, e.g., the infra-red active gases. Again, if the cloud 1270

is at a high enough altitude, some of this radiation 1271

may be transmitted out to space, and therefore con- 1272

tribute to the outgoing terrestrial radiation. 1273

Hence, cloud formation can contribute to the out- 1274

going terrestrial radiation both directly (through the 1275

coalescing molecules) and indirectly (through excita- 1276

tion of the surrounding air molecules). 1277

Since N2 and O2 are not infra-red active gases, it 1278

might initially appear that they would be incapable 1279

of forming multimers under atmospheric conditions, 1280

since they are not able to undergo inelastic collisions 1281

by infra-red emission. However, because diatomic 1282

oxygen is a paramagnetic molecule, it is able to ab- 1283

sorb and emit microwave radiation[35] at a frequency 1284
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of ∼ 60GHz. Hence, two or more oxygen molecules1285

can coalesce together to form oxygen multimers, by1286

emitting microwave radiation,1287

nO2 ⇐⇒ (O2)n + hν (60 GHz) (20)

Although nitrogen molecules cannot directly coa-1288

lesce together since they are diamagnetic, once an1289

oxygen multimer is formed, it may be that a nitrogen1290

molecule could displace one of the oxygen monomers1291

in the multimer through collision. In other words,1292

there is a potential mechanism for the formation of1293

nitrogen/oxygen mixed multimers, i.e.,1294

(O2)n +N2 ⇐⇒ (O2)n−1(N2) +O2 (21)

This step could potentially be repeated until all of the1295

oxygen monomers have been replaced with nitrogen1296

monomers, to yield a nitrogen multimer, i.e.,1297

(N2)n−1(O2) +N2 ⇐⇒ (N2)n +O2 (22)

So, through the emission of microwave radiation,1298

there is indeed a mechanism for the formation of the1299

oxygen, nitrogen and mixed multimers which we dis-1300

cussed in Section 2. What are the implications of this1301

for the outgoing terrestrial radiation?1302

First, some of the emitted microwave radiation1303

may be transmitted to space, and thereby directly1304

contribute to the outgoing terrestrial radiation. In1305

this context, it is worth noting that when Spencer &1306

Christy, 1990 were constructing a satellite based at-1307

mospheric temperature dataset using measurements1308

from a series of microwave sounding units at fre-1309

quencies near the 60GHz band, they were unable1310

to include data from the channel centred on the1311

tropopause region (Channel 3), due to an increase in1312

microwave emissions[4]. We suspect that this is due1313

to the formation of oxygen multimers at the phase1314

transition.1315

Having said this, because oxygen can absorb as well1316

as emit microwave radiation at this frequency, we sus-1317

pect that most of the emitted microwave radiation1318

is reabsorbed by the surrounding oxygen molecules.1319

These excited oxygen molecules could then start to1320

heat the other air molecules through collisions. As1321

with the cloud formation, if any of the infra-red ac-1322

tive gases are excited by this process, some of them1323

may emit infra-red radiation before thermodynamic1324

equilibrium is re-established.1325

As an aside, Spencer & Christy, 1990 also were1326

unable to use the microwave channel centred on the1327

lower troposphere (Channel 1), due to emissions from1328

clouds (as well as the surface)[4]. This could be 1329

due to microwave emission from some of the oxygen 1330

molecules in the excited air molecules near the site of 1331

the coalescing cloud. 1332

At any rate, we can see that multimer formation 1333

can indirectly contribute to the outgoing infra-red ter- 1334

restrial radiation through the excitation of the sur- 1335

rounding infra-red active gases. Since multimer for- 1336

mation occurs in the same regions that we expect the 1337

general atmospheric emission to space to take place 1338

(i.e., the tropopause/stratosphere), and both mecha- 1339

nisms involve emission through infra-red active gases, 1340

it may be difficult to determine the relative contribu- 1341

tions of the two mechanisms. 1342

To summarise, we have identified four different 1343

mechanisms which contribute to the outgoing long- 1344

wave terrestrial radiation: 1345

1. Some infra-red radiation will be emitted directly 1346

from the surface through the “atmospheric win- 1347

dow”. We would also expect some surface ra- 1348

diation to escape to space from outside of the 1349

“window” bands, but the amount from these less 1350

transparent bands will be substantially reduced. 1351

2. More infra-red radiation will be emitted from the 1352

atmosphere itself. This radiation is emitted by 1353

the infra-red active gases, e.g., H2O, CO2, O3. 1354

The emissions which leave the atmosphere will 1355

mostly be from the middle parts of the atmo- 1356

sphere, i.e., the tropopause/stratosphere, since 1357

the troposphere is too opaque and the density of 1358

the upper atmosphere is much lower. 1359

3. Cloud formation will directly and indirectly lead 1360

to infra-red emissions, some of which will leave 1361

the atmosphere. 1362

4. The formation of oxygen multimers at the 1363

tropopause will indirectly lead to infra-red emis- 1364

sions, some of which will leave the atmosphere. 1365

Described in this manner, mechanisms 1-3 are very 1366

similar to the conventional explanation for the out- 1367

going terrestrial longwave radiation spectrum. In- 1368

deed, initially they might appear identical. However, 1369

there is a key difference between our explanation and 1370

the conventional explanation. At no stage during our 1371

explanation did we invoke the assumption that the 1372

troposphere/tropopause/stratosphere are only in lo- 1373

cal thermodynamic equilibrium, whereas the conven- 1374

tional explanation relies heavily on this assumption. 1375
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Hence, our explanation is compatible with our obser-1376

vation from Paper I that these regions are in thermo-1377

dynamic equilibrium.1378

In the conventional explanation, the altitudinal1379

temperature profile of the atmosphere is intrinsically1380

tied to the shape and distribution of the outgoing ter-1381

restrial spectrum. Hence, when Harries et al., 20011382

found that this spectrum had changed from 1970 to1383

1997, they concluded (in our opinion, incorrectly)1384

that this “provide[d] direct experimental evidence for1385

a significant increase in the Earth’s greenhouse ef-1386

fect”.1387

In our explanation, the altitudinal temperature1388

profile is a consequence of the thermodynamic prop-1389

erties of the atmosphere, as we discussed in Section1390

3.1 and Paper I[1]. The shape and distribution of the1391

outgoing terrestrial spectrum does not have to be tied1392

to this temperature profile. Instead, it is mostly re-1393

lated to the atmospheric composition and the amount1394

of incoming solar radiation. In other words, alter-1395

ing the relative concentrations of the infra-red active1396

gases (“greenhouse gases”) in the atmosphere should1397

alter the shape (or “colour”) of the outgoing terres-1398

trial radiation spectra, but should not in itself alter1399

the altitudinal temperature profile within the atmo-1400

sphere. We note that this has implications for as-1401

tronomers who are attempting to estimate the altitu-1402

dinal temperature profiles of other planets using the1403

infra-red spectra of the planets.1404

With regard to the outgoing microwave radiation,1405

we agree with Spencer & Christy, 1990[4] that the1406

microwave emissions from the troposphere are re-1407

lated to (a) cloud formation and (b) surface emis-1408

sions. However, we disagree with their explanation1409

that the microwave emissions from the tropopause1410

are a result of the altitudinal temperature profile.1411

Instead we believe that they are due to the forma-1412

tion of oxygen multimers. We do not know exactly1413

how the microwave emissions from the tropopause1414

are distributed, or what their intensities are, since1415

Spencer & Christy, 1990 only briefly refer to them.1416

But, we suspect that a careful examination of their1417

“Channel 3” dataset would provide useful insights1418

into the multimerization of the atmospheric gases at1419

the tropopause. We believe this could be a valuable1420

future research direction for the study of the phase1421

transition.1422

3.3 Alternative mechanism for ozone 1423

formation in the ozone layer 1424

In the Earth’s atmosphere, ozone (O3) is just a trace 1425

gas which only comprises a few parts per billion by 1426

volume of the atmosphere. In this context, ozone con- 1427

centrations are quite high in the stratosphere, even 1428

though ozone still only accounts for a few parts per 1429

million by volume of the stratosphere. For this rea- 1430

son, the region of the stratosphere with relatively 1431

high ozone concentrations is often referred to as the 1432

“ozone layer” (altitudes of roughly ∼20-45 km). 1433

In the early 20th century, several researchers at- 1434

tempted to explain the existence of this ozone layer, 1435

and the related question of how the stratospheric 1436

ozone was generated. Chapman, 1930[6] suggested 1437

that the stratospheric ozone was generated in a two 1438

step process and destroyed by a third step. This is 1439

now known as the “Chapman mechanism”. 1440

Although additional mechanisms for the depletion 1441

of ozone are now included, the Chapman mecha- 1442

nism is widely assumed to be the primary mechanism 1443

for stratospheric ozone generation, e.g., see reviews 1444

by Rowland, 2006[36] and Solomon, 1999[37]. How- 1445

ever, although some researchers have considered the 1446

possibility that temporary, collision-induced oxygen 1447

dimers might play a role in ozone formation[38], the 1448

role of oxygen multimers in ozone formation seems 1449

to have been overlooked until now. In this section, 1450

we will discuss a multimer-based alternative to the 1451

Chapman mechanism. Before we do so, it may be 1452

helpful to briefly review the Chapman mechanism, 1453

and the conventional explanations for other aspects 1454

of the stratospheric ozone layer. 1455

Essentially the Chapman mechanism proposes 1456

that, in the stratosphere, the incoming ultraviolet so- 1457

lar radiation photolyses some of the diatomic oxygen 1458

molecules to produce reactive atomic oxygen radicals 1459

(O•), 1460

O2 + hν(< 242nm) =⇒ 2O• (23)

In a second step, these oxygen radicals react with 1461

other oxygen molecules, forming ozone (and also re- 1462

leasing the thermal energy which forms the basis for 1463

the ozone heating explanation for the stratospheric 1464

temperature lapse rates discussed in Section 3.1), 1465

O• +O2 =⇒ O3 + Energy (24)

Chapman, 1930 also proposed that this ozone could 1466

be broken down again by a further ultraviolet pho- 1467

tolysis step, 1468

O3 + hν(< 242nm) =⇒ O• +O2 (25)
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Figure 12: Mean total column ozone concentrations
(in Dobson Units) by month for each of the latitudinal
zones, over the 1996-2005 period.

If the Chapman mechanism was the main mecha-1469

nism for ozone formation, then it would be expected1470

that ozone concentrations would be greatest at the1471

equator, where the most sunlight arrives, and would1472

decrease with latitude. However, as can be seen from1473

Figure 12, aside from the Antarctic region, this is the1474

opposite of what is observed.1475

Also, ozone concentrations should peak in the sum-1476

mer (when incoming solar radiation is greatest) and1477

reach a minimum during the winter. However, it can1478

be seen from Figure 12 that the actual maximum con-1479

centrations tend to occur during the spring, and reach1480

a minimum during the autumn (again, the Antarctic1481

is an exception, with minimum concentrations during1482

the spring).1483

In order to explain these apparent contradictions,1484

the standard theory proposes that, while ozone gen-1485

eration is greatest at the equator, once formed, it is1486

then slowly transported downwards towards the poles1487

in the stratosphere over the course of several months.1488

This proposed equator-to-poles stratospheric atmo-1489

spheric circulation is referred to as the “Brewer-1490

Dobson circulation” after Brewer, 1949[39] and Dob-1491

son, 1956[40]. The lower altitude of the ozone at1492

higher latitudes is also explained by the same cir-1493

culation, in that the air mass is supposed to sink as1494

it travels towards the poles. 1495

An additional problem with the Chapman mecha- 1496

nism is that model predictions based on it substan- 1497

tially underestimate the concentrations of ozone in 1498

the upper stratosphere (> 35km), compared to satel- 1499

lite observations[41]. Various suggestions have been 1500

made to account for this “ozone deficit problem”, al- 1501

though so far they have only partially accounted for 1502

the problem, e.g., Miller et al., 1994[38]. 1503

During the 1960s and 1970s, several researchers 1504

suggested that there were additional mechanisms for 1505

the depletion of stratospheric ozone, as well as Chap- 1506

man’s Equation 25. Typically, these mechanisms in- 1507

volve the catalytic depletion of ozone by various re- 1508

active radical species, other than O•. A large num- 1509

ber of such mechanisms have now been proposed, 1510

but they are generally grouped together on the ba- 1511

sis of the type of radical species involved. Hence, 1512

there are now mechanisms involving “odd hydrogen” 1513

(H•,OH•, HO•
2), “odd nitrogen” (NO•, NO•

2) and 1514

“odd chlorine” (Cl•, ClO•). See Refs. [36, 37, 41] 1515

for reviews of these different mechanisms. 1516

The conventional explanations for stratospheric 1517

ozone concentrations assume that ozone formation is 1518

quite slow, e.g., it is assumed to take several months 1519

for the “tropically-formed” ozone to reach the poles. 1520

Hence, a number of researchers became concerned 1521

that human activity could be causing an increase in 1522

the concentration of various molecules in the strato- 1523

sphere which might significantly decrease ozone con- 1524

centrations in the ozone layer through one of the cat- 1525

alytic ozone depletion mechanisms. 1526

In particular, there was concern that the increas- 1527

ing use of man-made chlorofluorocarbon (or “CFC”, 1528

for short) molecules was leading to an increase in the 1529

concentration of “odd chlorine” radicals in the strato- 1530

sphere. When measurements of stratospheric ozone 1531

concentrations revealed a general downward trend 1532

during the 1980s-1990s, particularly for the Antarctic 1533

regions, this convinced many that the use of CFCs 1534

was seriously affecting ozone concentrations in the 1535

ozone layer[36, 37] (although some researchers dis- 1536

agreed, e.g., Singer, 1993[42]). As a result, there 1537

has been an international agreement, through the 1538

“Montreal Protocol” (and its subsequent revisions) 1539

to rapidly phase-out the production of CFCs. Salby 1540

et al., 2012 suggest that there has been a gradual 1541

increase in Antarctic ozone concentrations since the 1542

1990s[43]. 1543

However, if oxygen multimers comprise an appre- 1544

ciable fraction of the stratospheric atmosphere (as we 1545
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proposed in Section 2), then this suggests an alter-1546

native mechanism for the formation of stratospheric1547

ozone,1548

(O2)n + hν(ultraviolet) =⇒ O2n−3 +O3 (26)

If n = 2, i.e., a dimer, thenO2n−3 = O•. If n = 3, i.e.,1549

a trimer, then Equation 26 could involve the split-1550

ting of one trimer molecule into two ozone molecules.1551

For higher values of n, the O2n−3 “molecule” may1552

in fact comprise several different oxygen allotropes,1553

depending on n, the relative stability of the various1554

allotropes, etc. But, for our purposes, it is sufficient1555

here to note that the formation of ozone could involve1556

the uni-molecular splitting of an oxygen multimer by1557

ultraviolet photolysis6.1558

In contrast to our proposed mechanism, the Chap-1559

man mechanism for ozone formation (Equation 24) is1560

a bi-molecular reaction, which requires the collision of1561

two molecules before reaction can take place. Indeed,1562

since the energy released from the reaction must be1563

absorbed by collision with a third molecule, it is often1564

described as a tri-molecular reaction,1565

O• +O2 +M ⇐⇒ O3 +M (27)

Where M is an arbitrary molecule which absorbs the1566

excess energy of ozone formation through an inelastic1567

collision.1568

In addition, our mechanism just involves a one-step1569

process (photolysis of multimers) to generate ozone7,1570

while the Chapman mechanism involves two steps.1571

For both of these reasons, we would expect our mech-1572

anism to be much faster (one-step, first order reac-1573

tion) than the Chapman mechanism (two-step, sec-1574

ond order reaction).1575

As we discussed in Section 2.1, the average phase1576

transition conditions vary with season and latitude.1577

So, this could also explain the seasonal and re-1578

gional variability in stratospheric ozone concentra-1579

tions. Hence, let us compare the mean monthly1580

stratospheric ozone concentrations to the correspond-1581

ing phase transition conditions for each of the latitu-1582

dinal zones.1583

To estimate the variability of stratospheric ozone1584

with season and latitude, we used National Aeronau-1585

tics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Total Ozone1586

6The splitting could also be thermally driven, e.g., through
high energy molecular collisions. However, since ultraviolet so-
lar radiation is absorbed in the ozone layer, we assume that at
least some of the ozone formation is by ultraviolet photolysis.

7Although, the photolysis may also lead to further reactions
involving the remaining part of the multimer, depending on n.

Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) measurements from 1587

the Earth Probe satellite which operated from July 1588

1996 until December 2006. These measurements are 1589

estimates of the daily “Total Column Ozone” at a 1590

given latitude and longitude, in Dobson units (100 1591

Dobson units corresponds to a layer of ozone gas that 1592

would be 1mm thick if compressed to standard tem- 1593

perature and pressure). Since the estimates are de- 1594

termined from reflected solar radiation (ultraviolet), 1595

they cannot be made during the polar winters, as it 1596

is too dark. However, aside from that, the estimates 1597

can provide global coverage over the entire year. 1598

We downloaded all the available monthly av- 1599

eraged measurements from the satellite (August 1600

1996-November 2005) from ftp://toms.gsfc.nasa. 1601

gov/pub/eptoms/data/zonal_means/ozone/. The 1602

TOMS data was zonally averaged into 5◦ latitude 1603

bands. So, for comparison with our zonal mean cli- 1604

matologies for the phase transition, we averaged to- 1605

gether the three 5◦ latitude bands corresponding to 1606

each of the 15◦ latitude bands in Figure 3. We then 1607

calculated the equivalent ozone climatologies by av- 1608

eraging all measurements for a given calendar month. 1609

Zone r Total Column
Ozone (D. U.)

Pressure
(Pa)

75−90◦N 0.766 276-410 31400-38700
60−75◦N 0.749 293-409 30000-35100
45−60◦N 0.773 301-397 26200-32200
30−45◦N 0.557 279-337 20700-26300
15−30◦N 0.480 251-292 17300-19300
0− 15◦N 0.917 246-274 15800-16800
0− 15◦S 0.658 255-269 15600-16400
15− 30◦S 0.849 258-289 17100-18900
30− 45◦S 0.739 270-331 20200-26300
45− 60◦S 0.718 286-349 26500-31300
60− 75◦S 0.812 229-300 24800-37000
75− 90◦S 0.895 161-277 18900-44900

Table 5: The range of stratospheric ozone concentra-
tions (“Total Column Ozone”) for each of the latitudinal
zones, along with the range of pressures at which the
phase transition occurs for those zones (“Pressure”).
The monthly correlations between Total Column Ozone
and phase transition pressure for each of the zones are
also listed (“r”).

In Figure 13 (next page), we compare the mean 1610

monthly zonal ozone concentrations (over the 1996- 1611

2005 period) to the corresponding mean phase tran- 1612

sition pressure. The ranges of values are also listed 1613

in Table 5. 1614
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Figure 13: Mean ozone concentrations (“Total Column Ozone”), in Dobson units (D.U.) by month for each of
the zones in Figure 3, compared to the corresponding mean pressure of the phase transition. An “ozone hole”
is defined as any region with a Total Column Ozone of less than 220 Dobson units. Note that the y-axis ranges
vary for each of the plots.
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The two parameters seem to be highly correlated;1615

for 9 of the 12 zones, r > 0.78. Even for the least1616

correlated zone (15 − 30◦N), there is still a positive1617

correlation of r = 0.480.1618

Why would stratospheric ozone concentrations be1619

correlated to the phase transition pressure? If the1620

phase transition occurs at a high pressure, then this1621

means that multimers should begin forming at a1622

low altitude. Because current weather balloons only1623

reach an altitude of ∼ 30 − 35km, our analysis of1624

the phase transition only covers the region up to1625

the mid-stratosphere. So, our current analysis does1626

not indicate the upper altitudes for multimer forma-1627

tion. However, it seems reasonable to assume that,1628

if multimers start forming at a lower altitude, then1629

the range of altitudes over which multimers exist1630

increases. Therefore, if ozone is formed from oxy-1631

gen multimers (Equation 26), then we would expect1632

stratospheric ozone concentrations to generally in-1633

crease as the phase transition pressure increases, as1634

is observed in Figure 13.1635

One potential problem with this explanation for1636

the correlation is that, if multimer formation requires1637

the same short wavelength ultraviolet radiation that1638

the Chapman mechanism does, then most of the1639

shorter wavelength ultraviolet radiation would be ab-1640

sorbed at the higher altitudes. Hence, there would1641

not be enough radiation to photolyse the multimers1642

at the lower altitudes. Indeed, we know that most of1643

the incoming ultraviolet radiation from the sun is ab-1644

sorbed by the ozone layer, before reaching the ground,1645

particularly for the shortest wavelengths. However,1646

perhaps the range of wavelengths which can photol-1647

yse multimers to generate ozone is different from the1648

range of wavelengths required by the Chapman mech-1649

anism.1650

If so, then even after all of the shorter wavelength1651

ultraviolet solar radiation has been absorbed by the1652

upper stratosphere, there may still be wavelengths1653

which can induce photolysis of the multimers. It1654

might be possible to test this hypothesis by compar-1655

ing ground-level measurements of the solar radiation1656

spectrum to estimates of the total column ozone at1657

the time of measurement. However, it must be re-1658

membered that the traditional method for measuring1659

total column ozone involves comparing the relative in-1660

tensities of different ultraviolet bands at ground level,1661

so care should be taken in making such comparisons.1662

8The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, r,
varies from +1 (perfectly correlated) to 0 (non-correlated) to
-1 (perfectly anti-correlated).

A second potential problem is that the pressure of 1663

the phase transition is not perfectly correlated with 1664

ozone concentrations, e.g., for 15 − 30◦N , r is only 1665

0.480. However, this is not surprising. First, pres- 1666

sure is not the only factor which determines the phase 1667

transition. For instance, we saw from Figure 4 that 1668

the relationship between the temperature and pres- 1669

sure of the phase transition is sometimes complex. 1670

Second, it is likely that the efficiency of ozone for- 1671

mation from multimers depends on n, the size of the 1672

multimers. In Section 2.3, we found that the average 1673

size of the multimers is different for different zones, 1674

and possibly seasons. 1675

For these reasons, we believe that multimer photol- 1676

ysis is indeed a significant mechanism for ozone for- 1677

mation in the stratosphere. Moreover, the strong cor- 1678

relation between ozone concentration and the phase 1679

transition conditions indicates that the mean strato- 1680

spheric ozone concentration at a given location and 1681

time of year is mostly determined by phase transition 1682

conditions. This has some important consequences. 1683

First, it suggests that stratospheric ozone is mostly 1684

formed by the photolysis of oxygen multimers, and 1685

not by the Chapman mechanism (as had been pre- 1686

viously assumed). According to the conventional 1687

paradigm, ozone is mainly produced near the equa- 1688

tor, but then is transported towards the poles by slow 1689

stratospheric circulation patterns, i.e., the proposed 1690

Brewer-Dobson circulation. Indeed, in this paradigm, 1691

it is widely assumed that ozone concentrations can ac- 1692

tually be used as a “tracer” for mapping stratospheric 1693

circulation patterns[44, 45]. 1694

Several studies have reported correlations between 1695

polar ozone concentrations and different meteorolog- 1696

ical parameters, such as stratospheric temperatures, 1697

e.g., Refs. [43, 44, 46, 47]. Until now, these have gen- 1698

erally been assumed to be “causative correlations”, 1699

i.e., correlations which exist because one parameter 1700

directly influences the other. For instance, Leovy et 1701

al., 1985[44] and Salby & Callaghan, 2004[46] have 1702

suggested that stratospheric warming at the poles 1703

alters the stratospheric circulation, and thereby in- 1704

creases the amount of ozone transported from the 1705

tropics to the poles. Other studies have suggested 1706

that “polar stratospheric clouds” lead to ozone de- 1707

pletion, and that stratospheric heating prevents the 1708

formation of polar stratospheric clouds, and thereby 1709

“reduces ozone depletion” (i.e., increases the polar 1710

ozone concentrations), e.g., Salby et al., 2012[43] or 1711

Parrondo et al., 2014[47]. 1712

However, if our proposed multimer-related mecha- 1713
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nism for ozone formation is correct, then ozone is gen-1714

erated and destroyed in situ. This would mean that1715

ozone concentrations are not a tracer for stratospheric1716

circulation. Indeed, this would remove the main ba-1717

sis for assuming there is a “Brewer-Dobson circula-1718

tion”. We recognise that the Brewer-Dobson circu-1719

lation is now considered a “textbook” description,1720

e.g., Salby, 1996[48], but maybe our understanding1721

of stratospheric circulation should be revisited. Per-1722

haps more direct experimental methods than using1723

“tracers” are necessary to determine the true strato-1724

spheric circulation patterns.1725

But, in that case, what is the reason for the re-1726

ported correlations between ozone concentrations and1727

stratospheric temperatures (or other meteorological1728

parameters)? We suggest that the correlations are in-1729

stead “commensal correlations”, i.e., they are not di-1730

rectly related to each other, yet both have a causative1731

correlation to a common factor, in this case the dis-1732

tribution of multimers in the atmosphere.1733

We saw in Section 3.1 that multimerization alters1734

the altitudinal temperature profile - we discuss this1735

in more detail in Paper I[1]. So, if the multimer dis-1736

tribution changes then this can alter the altitudinal1737

temperature profile, e.g., it could cause stratospheric1738

heating or cooling. Similarly, the multimer distri-1739

bution influences the amount of ozone generated.1740

Hence, a change in multimer distribution could alter1741

both stratospheric temperatures and ozone concentra-1742

tions. In other words, stratospheric temperatures and1743

ozone concentrations might be commensally corre-1744

lated, without either influencing the other. Revisiting1745

these correlations from this perspective might provide1746

new insights into all three parameters, i.e., multimer1747

distribution, stratospheric temperatures and ozone1748

concentrations.1749

Second, it suggests that the rate of ozone gen-1750

eration is considerably faster than had been previ-1751

ously assumed. This substantially reduces the ur-1752

gency of the concern over atmospheric CFC concen-1753

trations, since the basis for the concern was the be-1754

lief that ozone generation took several months (or1755

longer). Morover, since the average phase transition1756

conditions change over time (Section 2.1), the average1757

stratospheric ozone concentrations should also change1758

over time. Hence, many of the observed trends in1759

stratospheric ozone concentrations may have been a1760

result of naturally-occurring climatic trends.1761

There is considerable evidence that average strato-1762

spheric ozone concentrations declined during the late1763

20th century (1980s-1990s), particularly during the1764

Antarctic spring[36, 37]. However, before 1957, sys- 1765

tematic ozone measurements were very limited[49], 1766

and in those cases where early measurements are 1767

available, it is unclear how directly comparable they 1768

are to modern measurements[50]. It may be that 1769

reliable estimates for earlier ozone concentrations 1770

could be inferred from indirect measurements, such 1771

as reanalysis of astronomical photographic plates[51]. 1772

But, for now, it is difficult to know whether the 1980s- 1773

1990s decline in ozone concentrations relative to those 1774

during the 1960s-1970s is unusual or not. 1775

In some senses, from a political point-of-view, it 1776

might not really matter whether or not CFCs played 1777

a role in the 1980s-1990s decline, since the production 1778

of CFCs has already been considerably phased-out, 1779

through international agreements such as the Mon- 1780

treal Protocol[36]. However, in light of the above 1781

findings, it may be worth reassessing the CFC-related 1782

explanation for recent ozone trends, from a scientific 1783

point-of-view. 1784

Finally, if ozone can be formed by the photolysis 1785

of oxygen multimers, it is plausible that the pho- 1786

tolysis of nitrogen/oxygen multimer mixtures would 1787

similarly lead to the formation of different nitrogen 1788

oxides. With this in mind, it is interesting to note 1789

that various nitrogen oxides collectively referred to 1790

as NOy are often found to be closely correlated to 1791

the presence of O3 in the stratosphere, e.g., Ref. [52]. 1792

It is possible that some of this NOy is generated by 1793

the photolysis of mixed multimers. 1794

3.4 How shifts in the location of the 1795

phase change boundary affect 1796

weather 1797

Rapid changes in the heights of the phase change 1798

boundary in a column of air can alter the atmo- 1799

spheric pressure profile for that column, which in turn 1800

can alter the atmospheric pressure profile of the sur- 1801

rounding air. This has important implications for the 1802

weather. 1803

The pressure at a given location in an air column 1804

depends on the temperature and molar density, i.e., 1805

by rearranging Equation 1, we obtain, 1806

P = DRT (28)

If the phase change boundary decreases in alti- 1807

tude, this means that multimers begin forming at a 1808

lower altitude, i.e., it increases the number of multi- 1809

mers. For a given mass of air, increasing the number 1810

of multimers decreases the molar density, and hence 1811
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the pressure. That is, it creates a partial “vacuum”.1812

Driven by this new pressure gradient, the surround-1813

ing air will flow in to fill this partial vacuum, reducing1814

the pressure of the surrounding air. See Figure 14 for1815

a schematic representation.1816

Figure 14: Schematic depiction of how changes in the
location of the phase boundary can lead to low pressure
or cyclonic conditions.

Figure 15: Schematic depiction of how changes in the
location of the phase boundary can lead to high pressure
or anti-cyclonic conditions.

On the other hand, if the phase change boundary1817

increases in altitude, then the reverse scenario ap-1818

plies. The dissociation of multimers into monomers1819

increases the molar density, and hence the pressure.1820

The air flows outwards, increasing the pressure of the1821

surrounding air. See Figure 15.1822

Depending on how much air flow is generated, 1823

where the air flow comes from/goes to, and how large 1824

a region is affected, this phenomenon can lead to 1825

many different meteorological phenomena. Let us 1826

briefly review some of the main types of weather 1827

events. 1828

3.4.1 Cyclonic and anti-cyclonic behaviour 1829

One of the main factors studied by meteorologists 1830

in weather prediction is the interaction between high 1831

pressure systems (“highs” or anti-cyclones) and low 1832

pressure systems (“lows” or cyclones), where the 1833

pressure referred to is typically the sea level pres- 1834

sure (often given in millibar, mb, where 1 mb=100 1835

Pa). Low pressure systems are generally associated 1836

with high wind speeds, warm air and high precip- 1837

itation, while high pressure systems tend to lead to 1838

calm, settled conditions with cooler temperatures. In 1839

the weather chart in Figure 16, the highs and lows are 1840

labelled “H” and “L” respectively. 1841

If the phase change boundary drops in altitude 1842

(Figure 14), and the ensuing air flow comes from 1843

the ground upwards, this would create an area of low 1844

pressure at ground level. If this upward moving air is 1845

of high humidity, then the reduction of the air tem- 1846

perature with height (Section 3.1) would cause pre- 1847

cipitation. Converting water vapour to rain would 1848

also cause a reduction in molar density, reducing the 1849

ground pressure further. 1850

That is, a sudden drop in the phase change bound- 1851

ary can lead to cyclonic conditions. Similarly, if the 1852

phase change boundary rapidly increases in altitude 1853

(Figure 15), this can lead to anti-cyclonic conditions. 1854

Higher or lower pressures at sea level could in turn 1855

alter the pressures at the phase change boundary, 1856

thereby leading to dynamic feedbacks between the 1857

upper and lower tropospheric conditions. 1858

It is not yet clear just how large a role multimeriza- 1859

tion plays in the cyclonic and anti-cyclonic weather 1860

systems. However, if a strong correlation between the 1861

changing location of the phase change boundary and 1862

sea level pressures can be identified, then this could 1863

lead to better weather prediction. 1864

3.4.2 Tropical cyclones and other synoptic 1865

scale cyclones 1866

When a low pressure cyclonic system forms over 1867

warm tropical oceans, this sometimes leads to the for- 1868

mation of a tropical cyclone. Depending on where the 1869

tropical cyclone forms it is called either a “hurricane” 1870
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Figure 16: Weather chart illustrating sea level pressure
for the U.S. on 12th December 2013 (21Z). Image from
the University of Illinois WW2010 Project.

(North Atlantic or eastern North Pacific), “typhoon”1871

(western North Pacific), or “cyclone” (all other ocean1872

basins). Lower intensity versions of a tropical cyclone1873

are known as “tropical storm” or “tropical depres-1874

sion”, depending on their strength. If one of these1875

storms moves to a higher latitude, or is formed at a1876

higher latitude, it is an “extra-tropical cyclone” or a1877

“depression”.1878

Tropical cyclones are large scale (“synoptic”)1879

weather systems that can be several hundred kilo-1880

metres in diameter, and reach up to just below the1881

tropopause, i.e., the phase change boundary. Fig-1882

ure 17 shows a satellite photo of 2003’s “Hurricane1883

Isabel”. Due to the very high wind speeds, storm1884

surges, heavy rainfall and thunderstorms associated1885

with tropical cyclones, they can be very destructive,1886

particularly if they make landfall.1887

Until now it has been generally assumed that the1888

main energy source (“fuel”) for tropical cyclogenesis1889

comes from the evaporation of warm ocean waters,1890

e.g., Goldenberg et al., 2001[53]; Emanuel, 2005[54];1891

Webster et al., 2005[55]; Knutson et al., 2010[56].1892

When the warm water vapour rises up in the atmo-1893

sphere, it cools down, and condenses out as precipi-1894

tation, reducing the pressure. This reduction in pres-1895

sure leads to further water evaporation, and acts as1896

a positive feedback, increasing the intensity of the1897

cyclone. In effect, tropical cyclones are assumed to1898

form “from the bottom up”, i.e., the cyclonic condi-1899

tions start at the ocean surface.1900

We agree that the evaporation of warm ocean wa-1901

ters can help convert a regular low pressure cyclonic 1902

system into a high intensity tropical cyclone. How- 1903

ever, we suggest that the initial cyclonic conditions 1904

arise out from a sudden fall in the phase change 1905

boundary, as described in Section 3.4.1. 1906

Figure 17: Satellite photo of the tropical cyclone
“Hurricane Isabel” about 400 miles north of Puerto
Rico on 14th September 2003 (14:45 UTC). Image
by Jacques Descloitres, MODIS Rapid Response Team,
NASA/GSFC. It is in the public domain, and was down-
loaded from Wikimedia Commons.

As the world’s population has increased and more 1907

people are living in at-risk coastal areas, there has 1908

been a substantial increase in the damage caused by 1909

tropical cyclones in recent decades, e.g., Pielke et al., 1910

2008[57]. This trend is likely to continue in the fu- 1911

ture, whether or not there are any changes in tropi- 1912

cal cyclonic activity - see Knutson et al., 2010 for a 1913

discussion of tropical cyclone trends[56]. Hence, im- 1914

provements in the preparation for and response to 1915

tropical cyclones would be desirable. In this con- 1916

text, further research into the relationship between 1917

changes in the phase change boundary and tropical 1918

cyclogenesis might lead to improvements in tropical 1919
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cyclone monitoring and prediction.1920

Tropical cyclone activity in one part of the world1921

might have implications for weather patterns in other1922

parts of the world. For instance, Landsea & Gray,1923

1992 suggested that intense tropical cyclone activity1924

in the North Atlantic is associated with heavy rainfall1925

in the Sahel[58]. If such correlations (either causative1926

or commensal) transpire to be robust, then a better1927

insight into tropical cyclogenesis could also provide1928

insights into other weather patterns, such as the al-1929

ternation between drought and non-drought periods1930

in the Sahel.1931

3.4.3 Tornadoes and other micro-scale1932

cyclones1933

During thunderstorms, low pressure systems can also1934

give rise to smaller scale (“micro-scale”) weather sys-1935

tems, such as “tornadoes” (e.g., Figure 18) or “water-1936

spouts” (e.g., Figure 19). Tornadoes are narrow (e.g.,1937

< 100m) rotating columns of air with very high wind1938

speeds that suck air from the ground up to the base of1939

the thunderstorm clouds. Waterspouts are a similar1940

phenomenon which occur over bodies of water.1941

Figure 18: One of several tornadoes observed by the
VORTEX-99 team on May 3, 1999, in central Okla-
homa. Photo was taken by Daphne Zaras. It is in the
public domain, and was downloaded from Wikimedia
Commons.

Tornadoes are often associated with “supercells”,1942

which are a large thunderstorm system that contain1943

a “mesocyclone”, where a mesocyclone is a rotating1944

vortex of air with an upward flow. The dome (“over-1945

shooting top”) of a supercell reaches to the top of1946

the troposphere, i.e., to the phase change boundary.1947

For this reason, we suggest that the pressure change1948

Figure 19: A waterspout off the Florida Keys, Florida
(USA) on 10th September 1969 photographed from an
aircraft by Dr. Joseph Golden (NOAA). It is in the pub-
lic domain, and was downloaded from the NOAA Photo
Library. Credit: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration/Department of Commerce.

caused by a sudden drop in the phase change bound- 1949

ary might be responsible for generating the upward 1950

air flow of the mesocyclone needed to form a super- 1951

cell. 1952

As with tropical cyclones, the average annual dam- 1953

age caused by tornadoes in general increases as the 1954

world’s population and the value of property and in- 1955

frastructure exposed to tornado events increases, e.g., 1956

see Simmons et al., 2013[59]. So, if the phase change 1957

boundary plays a role in the formation of tornadoes 1958

and other similar micro-scale cyclones, then research 1959

into this relationship could be of considerable societal 1960

benefit. 1961

3.4.4 Jet streams 1962

Research in the early-to-mid-20th century revealed 1963

the recurring phenomenon of regions of very high hor- 1964

izontal wind speeds (30-100m s−1 or faster) in the up- 1965

per troposphere, near the tropopause[60]. These high 1966

wind speed bands of the atmosphere, known as the 1967

“jet streams”, generally travel thousands of kilome- 1968

tres from west to east and are a few hundred kilome- 1969

tres in width at their maximum, but have a meander- 1970

ing and discontinuous shape, as illustrated schemat- 1971

ically in Figure 20. The jet streams tend to be most 1972

pronounced during the winter. Recently, there has 1973

been an increasing interest in the jet streams, since 1974

their location appears to significantly influence tropo- 1975

spheric weather, through “atmospheric blocking”[61– 1976
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64].1977

Figure 20: Schematic depiction of the jet streams. The
image was generated by Lyndon State College Meteo-
rology and is in the public domain. It was downloaded
from the Wikimedia Commons website.

There are two main tropospheric jet streams in1978

each hemisphere:1979

1. The polar jets which occur in the regions be-1980

tween the mid-latitudes and the poles.1981

2. The subtropical jets which occur in the regions1982

between the mid-latitudes and the tropics.1983

These regions correspond to quite strong temper-1984

ature fronts, where cold air masses meet warm air1985

masses. According to the conventional explanation,1986

since hot air is slightly less dense than cold air (all else1987

being equal), the horizontal temperature differences1988

between adjacent air masses at these fronts creates a1989

horizontal pressure gradient, which causes high wind1990

speeds, i.e., the jet streams. The larger the temper-1991

ature differences, the stronger the wind speeds. The1992

direction of these winds is from west to east because1993

of the Coriolis force.1994

In light of our discussion of the phase transition,1995

there is an alternative explanation, however. From1996

analysing the relationship between horizontal wind1997

speed and the phase transition, we have found that1998

the highest wind speeds of the jet stream usually oc-1999

cur close to the location of the phase transition. This2000

can be partially seen from Figure 21 (next page),2001

which compares the variation of wind speeds and mo-2002

lar density to pressure for the same seven Valentia2003

Observatory (Ireland) radiosondes considered in Fig-2004

ure 1.2005

The Valentia Observatory station is located below2006

a region in which the jet stream frequently meanders.2007

In five of the seven plots, high wind speeds occur on2008

either side of the phase transition, and the peak oc- 2009

curs at or near the phase transition. In the remaining 2010

two plots, wind speeds are relatively low over the en- 2011

tire atmospheric profile. 2012

Analysis of the video of all radiosondes for the same 2013

station in 2012 (provided at http://www.youtube. 2014

com/watch?v=UNvjqyvM0gM as Supplementary Infor- 2015

mation) shows this is a recurring motif. When high 2016

wind speeds occur for the Valentia Observatory ra- 2017

diosondes, their maximum usually occurs near the 2018

phase transition9. This suggests to us that the two 2019

phenomena are related. 2020

We suggest that the jet streams occur when the 2021

air flow generated by a rise or fall in the phase 2022

change boundary occurs horizontally (instead of ver- 2023

tically as in the previous examples). That is, the air 2024

flows to/from the sides, just below the phase change 2025

boundary. This flow would be acted on by the Cori- 2026

olis forces in the same manner as in the conventional 2027

explanation, and hence could lead to the prevailing 2028

westerly winds associated with the jet streams. 2029

We saw from Figure 4 that the location of the phase 2030

transition for a given latitude is seasonally dependent. 2031

We would therefore expect that the jet streams will 2032

be strongest during periods when the location of the 2033

phase transition rapidly changes, and be weakest dur- 2034

ing periods when the location of the phase transition 2035

is fairly constant. 2036

It is worth noting that the paths of tropical and 2037

extra-tropical cyclones are often “blocked” by the jet 2038

streams. We suggest that the jet streams do not ac- 2039

tually block cyclone paths. Rather, the jet streams 2040

occur in regions where the air flow associated with 2041

changes in the phase change boundary altitude is hor- 2042

izontal, whereas the air flow is vertical for cyclones 2043

(Section 3.4.2). 2044

3.4.5 Polar vortices 2045

Finally, it may be worth briefly discussing the polar 2046

vortex phenomenon. A polar vortex is a large-scale 2047

cyclone which often occurs near the poles, and is par- 2048

ticularly strong during the polar winter. 2049

Unlike the tropical and extra-tropical cyclones 2050

which occur at ground level, the polar vortices are lo- 2051

cated in the mid-to-upper troposphere and the strato- 2052

sphere. However, like the other cyclones, they do not 2053

occur near the jet streams. 2054

9Although higher wind speeds occasionally occur in the
stratosphere.
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Figure 21: Comparison between horizontal wind speeds and the molar density plots from the same series of
radiosonde balloons shown in Figure 1. The green and yellow lines in the D versus P panels correspond to the
linear slopes of the upper and lower regions. The dashed lines indicate the point of intersection of the two regions,
and therefore represents the phase transition for each radiosonde. Circles correspond to the weather balloon
measurements.
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In Paper I, we noticed that during the Arctic win-2055

ter, the “heavy phase” occurs in two regions[1]. As2056

well as occurring above the onset of the tropopause,2057

the heavy phase also occurs in the lower troposphere.2058

If the heavy phase does indeed involve the forma-2059

tion of multimers, as we argue in this paper, then2060

this suggests that multimers also form in the lower2061

troposphere during polar winters. This could explain2062

why the polar vortices occur at higher altitudes than2063

conventional cyclones.2064

If so, then studying both phase change boundaries2065

might be necessary to properly understand (and ul-2066

timately predict) the behaviour of the polar vortices.2067

4 Final Remarks2068

In a companion paper (Paper I[1]), we iden-2069

tified a pronounced phase transition associated2070

with the change from the troposphere to the2071

tropopause/stratosphere regions. In this paper, we2072

proposed that this phase change involves the mul-2073

timerization of oxygen and nitrogen molecules in the2074

tropopause/stratosphere, i.e., the formation of (O2)n,2075

(N2)n or (O2)n−x(N2)x, where n > 1 and x < n.2076

In the equatorial and sub-tropical regions, we found2077

that the pressure and temperature conditions corre-2078

sponding to the phase transition varied very linearly2079

with season. For this reason, we were able to esti-2080

mate the heats of formation associated with the phase2081

transition in these regions. From these estimates we2082

calculated values of n in the range 4.2-4.4 for the2083

multimers, for these regions. This suggests that the2084

multimers include tetramers (n = 4) at low latitudes.2085

In the Antarctic regions, the relationship between2086

the pressure and temperature of the phase transition2087

was also strongly linear. Hence, we also estimated2088

n for these regions. However, while our estimates2089

yielded n = 3.99 for the 60 − 75◦S zone (again sug-2090

gesting tetramers), for the more southerly 75− 90◦S2091

zone, n appeared to be in the range 5.71-5.98. This2092

might indicate the presence of hexamers (n = 6), but2093

it could also indicate a mixture of different sized mul-2094

timers.2095

For the other zones, the relationships between2096

the pressures and temperatures of the phase transi-2097

tions were more complex, and so attempting to esti-2098

mate n from the phase transition conditions appeared2099

too subjective and arbitrary for the available data.2100

Nonetheless, our preliminary estimates suggest that2101

n could be as high as 10-20 for some parts of the year2102

for the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere, at least.2103

The existence of a substantial amount of 2104

oxygen and/or nitrogen multimers in the 2105

tropopause/stratosphere regions has a number 2106

of important implications for our current under- 2107

standing of atmospheric chemistry and physics. In 2108

Section 3, we discussed some of these implications. 2109

In Section 3.1, we showed how multimer formation 2110

is able to explain why the altitudinal temperature 2111

lapse rate is not negative at the tropopause, and is 2112

positive in the stratosphere. We believe this explana- 2113

tion is more likely than the conventional explanation 2114

that it is due to solar heating of the ozone layer. 2115

In Section 3.2, we explained how the formation 2116

of oxygen multimers should lead to microwave and 2117

infra-red emissions from the tropopause/stratosphere 2118

regions. We also presented an alternative frame- 2119

work for explaining the observed outgoing long- 2120

wave terrestrial radiation spectra, which is compat- 2121

ible with our finding in Paper I[1] that the tropo- 2122

sphere/tropopause/stratosphere regions are in ther- 2123

modynamic equilibrium, and not just local thermo- 2124

dynamic equilibrium (as is assumed by the conven- 2125

tional framework[3]). 2126

In Section 3.3, we proposed an alternative mecha- 2127

nism for the formation of stratospheric ozone to the 2128

conventional Chapman mechanism. We suggest that 2129

most of the ozone in the ozone layer is formed by the 2130

photolysis of oxygen multimers. This appears to be 2131

confirmed by the fact that the seasonal variability in 2132

ozone concentrations at different latitudinal zones is 2133

highly correlated to the seasonal and latitudinal vari- 2134

ability in the phase transition conditions. 2135

The Chapman mechanism is a fairly slow mecha- 2136

nism for the formation of ozone in the ozone layer. In 2137

contrast, the photolysis of oxygen multimers should 2138

be a rapid mechanism for ozone formation. 2139

This lessens the concern that the build-up of chlo- 2140

rofluorocarbon molecules in the upper atmosphere 2141

might have been causing ozone depletion. Although 2142

chlorofluorocarbon concentrations do seem to have 2143

risen over the 20th century, and chlorine radicals 2144

formed from the photolysis of chlorofluorocarbons in 2145

the upper atmosphere can destroy ozone molecules, 2146

the rate of ozone formation from oxygen multimer 2147

photolysis seems to be greater. Instead, much of 2148

the observed decrease in average ozone concentra- 2149

tions during the late 20th century is probably due 2150

to changes in the phase transition conditions. 2151

The photolysis of nitrogen-oxygen mixed multi- 2152

mers might also lead to the formation of some of the 2153

“NOy” nitrogen oxide compounds commonly associ- 2154
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ated with the ozone layer.2155

Finally, in Section 3.4, we suggest that when the al-2156

titude of the phase transition boundary rapidly rises2157

or falls, this can lead to a number of different me-2158

teorological phenomena, e.g., cyclonic/anti-cyclonic2159

conditions, tropical cyclones, polar vortices and the2160

jet streams. Hence, studying the phase transition2161

boundary changes should offer useful insights for me-2162

teorologists, and perhaps lead to better weather pre-2163

diction.2164
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